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Early resident recalls Spartan City life in the ’50s
By Brian Fedrow
Daily staff writer
Mary Mueller remembers the days when
the university was San Jose State (*allege,
when parking was easy to lind and when downtown was a safe and comfortable place.
But mostly , she remembers the good
times at Spartan City The apartment complex
at South Campus. w Inch houses 250 residents.
is scheduled I or closure in August 1988.
Spartan City is the last slate -supported
apartment complex in the CalitOrnia State University system for students and their families
University
Brown said the
opened alter the
War II hamlet.,

Housing Director Willie
40-year-old complex v. as
university purchased World
that originally housed ship

builders. The complex. opened as a short-term
plan to provide cheap housing to married couples, poses safety and fire hazards, he said.
Mueller. 63, was one of many residents
who used the Spartan City barracks, where for
40 years. low-cost housing was offered to married and single -parent students.
Mueller. assistant director of the San Jose
division of the Metropolitan Adult Education
Program, lived with her ex-husband Norman
Little and three children in the barrack apartments from 1951 to 1953. She said living in
Spartan City made it possible for both of them
to go to college.
Though she enjoyed her years at Spartan
City . she said the World War II barracks have
outl iv ed t heir purpose.

"I think its time that they should be replaced." Mueller said. "It was needed then because there were so many veterans after the war
to house and there weren’t many married couples going to school ’
SJSU President Gail Fullerton approved
Spartan City ’s closure last week, saying there
are no funds as ’able to rebuild. Fullerton said
that if a housing complex is rebuilt, however, it
would be or single students.
’-The stale sy stein regulations are that you
First house single) students. Only if you have
more housing than you have student demand,
do you house others. Others include spouses
and children.’ Fullerton said at a press conference Monday.
"We paid $30 a month for rent," Mueller
recalled. "We had lived in a lot of that kind of

housing because in) husband was in the Nasy.
Spartan City was the same as we had been used
In...
Mueller went to Mississippi State College
for Women after graduating from high school
in 1941. She was working toward a degree in
home economics when she was married in
1944 and had one semester left to get her degree. The Navy transferred her husband overseas and she managed to finish her degree at
the University of California at Santa Barbara in
1945.
She didn’t know what to Jo next.
"You find yourself like so many do, with
a college degree and nothing to do with it." she
said.
See MI I I I.ER, bad, page

Mary Mueller and child
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Kappa Delta hosts voters Aeronautics

April Swift Daily staff photographer
James Cars Kaddon, San Jose resident, casts his ballot at the Kappa Delta sorority house on 10th Street

By Frank Michael Russell
Daily staff writer
Election Day came home yester,lay for members of an SJSU sorority.
Kappa Delta’s house at 278 S
loth St.. across from the Business
lassmoms building, was one of more
than 1.200 polling places in Santa
’tara County.
The location helped make a diflerence in turnout among fraternity
and sorority members. said Kappa
Delta President Karen McLaughlin.
"Mostly everyone who’s registered here who’s Greek has come in,"
said Heather Maynez, a member of sorority Delta Zeta.
Of the 500 voters registered in the
precinct. 160 participated in yesterday’s election, McLaughlin said.
The precinct encompasses the
area immediately southeast of the campus and includes fraternities Delta Upsilon and Sigma Chi and sorority
Alpha Phi, as well as Kappa Delta.
Sigma Chi member Scott Nanik
was the 65th person to vote in the precinct.
"It’s nice having it so close."
Nanik said.
Greeks and SJSU students in general are interested in politics, hut are
often so busy that voting needs to be
close and convenient, he said.
"There were a lot of issues that
needed to he voted on." Nanik said.
Ballot measures including Propositions 65, the anti-toxics initiative.
64. the Lyndon LaRouche AIDS initiative, and 56. the $400 million
higher education construction bond
issue, generated a lot of interest, he
said.
McLaughlin said Proposition 63,
the English -only initiative, and the gubernatorial and Senate races were also
important.
Overall turnout in the precinct,
however, was low, averaging about 10
voters per hour by midafterntxm. McLaughlin said.
The county paid the sorority a
$25 rental fee for the day, McLaughlin
said.
Kappa Delta plans to donate the
money to Parents United, a local child abuse prevention group, she said.
Voter turnout throughout the
county was less than in recent elections. said Mike Callegari of the
county Registrar of Voters office.
About 20 percent of the county’s
registered voters had cast their ballots
by midday, he said.

Gay activist group agrees to repay $750
By Andy Bird
Daily staff writer
After two months of negotiations, the Gay and
Lesbian Alliance has reached an agreement with the
Associated Students to pay hack a $750 delinquent
debt at a rate of $50 per semester.
"We’re going to work as a group to pay off the
debt," said Dan Larke. A.S. director of community
affairs, after announcing the agreement to the board.
The two groups, both under different leadership, agreed to an identical payment schedule two
years ago. But after an initial payment of $50 in
1984, GALA defaulted and hasn’t made a payment
since.
"GALA has had a tough time going because its
leadership changes every year." said Steve Stein,
GALA co-president.
During an October A.S. meeting, the hoard of
directors rejected a request by Stein to waive the
debt which the group inherited from a previous gay
and lesbian student organization.
Stein said at the meeting the debt wasn’t
GALA’s responsibility, and he wanted the hoard to

"wipe the slate clean...
But after conferring with Larke over the past
month. Stein said he would accept the payment
schedule. Stein told the board at the October meeting
that GALA’s fund-raising events were unsuccessful
because of prejudice against the group.
But Larke said after the meeting he would work
with GALA to come up with viable money -making
ideas.
The most convenient way for GALA to raise
money is to supply labor at A.S.-sponsored events.
Larke said. GALA would he paid a group wage with
some of the money going toward the debt.
"We’ll consider sonic of the ideas." Stein said.
"but some will take slot of coordination."
Another possibility, Larke said he suggested, is
for GALA to petition the gay and lesbian community
at large for assistance.
"GALA might be able to tap into resources that
already exist," Larke said, "many large gay alignments have political power."
Stein said while he discussed the idea with
Larke, he has not considered it seriously.
"Although that’s a possibility, Stein said. it

’GALA might be able to tap
into resources that already
exist . . . many large gay
alignments have political
power.’
Dan Larke,
A.S. director of community affairs
takes a lot of time and energy which 1 don’t have
right now."
The process of applying for financial assistance
"takes a pmliciency in grant writing," said Stein,
who also admitted he wouldn’t know where to go to
ask for help.
The debt has plagued GALA since the group’s
inception in 1983.
GALA formed in 1983 after a previous group.
the Gay and Lesbian Student Union. disbanded
See LOAN, back page

program gets
federal OK
By Marj Martin
Daily staff writer
The Federal Aviation Administration brought SJSU’s Aeronautics Department under the federal government’s wing Friday when it accepted
SJSU into the Airway Science Curriculum program.
One of only three FAA -certified
California universities. SJSU may now
wain air traffic controllers and airplane
maintenance managers for both public
and military air facilities. Department
officials said the program may begin in
fall 1987.
Nationally. the FAA has approved only 28 universities for the Airway Science program. said Gene
Little, chairman of the Aeronautics
Department. The two other California
universities are National University of
San Diego. and California State University at Los Angeles.
The Aeronautics Department, located off-campus at San Jose International Airport. has been outstanding in
thc field of aviation training since the
1930s, said Thomas Leonard, retired
chairman of the department.
Certification will enable the
Aeronautics Department to compete
for between $5 and $10 million in federal grants. Little said.
The department, which presently
enrolls about 500 students, will also be
in a unique position to provide candidates for jobs that are created continuously because of the national increase
in air traffic, Little said.
Graduates of the SJSU air traffic
controller and maintenance manage -

SJSU will be able to
train air traffic
controllers and
airplane maintenance
managers.
ment programs will receive preferential treatment in both beginning salaries and job placement, he said.
Air traffic controllers are part of
civil service, said Ron Scholer. FAA
training officer at San Jose International Airport’s control tower. A well.
qualified entry-level controller would
begin his career at an airport like ReidHillview, where the starting salary
would he about $30.000 yearly. San
Jose International Airport requires a
more advanced controller and the starting salary there is about $40,0(8)
yearly, Scholer said.
The department has added supervisory and management courses to its
already nationally respected aviation
training courses. and it did not have to
undertake any major revamping in
order to qualify. Little said.
Donald D. Engen. the FAA’s
chief administrator, was on the San
Jose Airport campus to help dedicate
the new programs. President Gail Fullerton was on hand to accept a commemorative plaque on behalf of the
university
S. t/RWAF, back page

Printing mix-up
won’t affect CAR
By Gene Johnson Jr.
Daily staff writer
Although the course schedule of
classes didn’t arrive as early as expected because of a printing problem.
Computer Assisted Registration won’t
be affected, according to Kathy Amirdash, assistant to the executive vice
president of Admissions and Records.

Admissions and Records.
A printing emir delayed shipment
of the spring schedules, he said.
The printer, University Communications of New Jersey. received an
incorrect translation of the class schedules on computer tape from an intermediary company hired to translate the
tape. Chambers said.

Students assume an early schedule delivery follows standard procedure for CAR, yet from Admissions
and Records’ standpoint. the schedules
actually arrived early. Amirdash said.

The tape which has SJSU’s class
schedules is manufactured at the campus computer center. Chambers said.

The Admissions and Records office has had course schedules arrive a
week ahead of time in the past three
years for students’ convenience, said
Linda Harris. assistant director of Admissions and Records.
Amirdash said that in the past it
has been the practice to receive the
class schedules on the day CAR begins
except for a couple of years when
they’ve negotiated with the printer to
deliver the schedules a few days earlier
just in case there is a problem with the
printing.
There will he no extension of the
CAR deadline because of this year’s
printing problem, said Ed Chambers,
academic executive vice president of

University Communications has
changed the company that translates
computer tape and as a result of the
change, had to juggle to get the schedule of classes correct, Chambers said.
CAR forms are processed according to class level and registration priority, not by the order forms are turned
in.
If a student turns in his form on
the last day of the deadline and he’s a
senior. Admissions and Records will
process his application first. Amirdash
said.
Class registration for spring semester began Monday and ends Nov.
14
Class schedules are now on sale
at the Spartan Bookstore for 60 cents
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Editorial

Reagan’s use of media disgraceful
recent disinformation campaign engineered
The
by the Reagan administration to harass and
confuse Libyan leader Moammar Gadhafi represents the logical culmination of six years of nonstop efforts to manipulate and embarrass the press.
During his I 1/2 terms in office. Reagan and his
lieutenants have waged an ongoing battle with the
press, a battle in which they hold all the weapons.
They’ve arrogantly refused to answer legitimate
questions, instituted news blackouts when it fit their
purpose and recruited the FBI to sniff out unauthorind leaks.
It seemed like they had used every tactic in the
book to compromise the First Amendment until
Reagan’s national security adviser came up with a
new one
calculated lying to the press. Distorting
the truth is nothing new for this or any administration, but deliberate manufacturing of infonuation

for political purposes is a serious violation of
ethics.
Although they deny their intent was to deceive
the press, there is simply no other way of looking at
it. They admit fabricating reports that Gadhafi was
becoming more active on the terrorist front and
have gone on record as saying stories based on this
information was correct. This is a textbook definition of lying.
It is unlikely that this campaign of deception
will harm the president’s popularity, but his credibility has been severely compromised by this episode. Not only will Gadhafi realize that future reports of possible military retaliation by the United
States are false, but the American public now
knows the administration is not above lying when it
suits its purpose.

-114E POST- summt-r suwArr

Asphalt won’t remedy transportation problems
Traffic, congestion and neighborhood concerns coolmon to SJSU and downtown San Jose are traveling to the
Lawrence Expressway.
Lawrence Expressway, the north -south artery between
state Highway 237 and Saratoga Road. is used by more than
69,0(N) vehicles daily according to the county’s envinmmental impact report. The study predicts traffic levels could
increase to more than 96.(XX) vehicles by the year 2010.
To solve this traffic dilemma, Santa Clara County’s
Transportation Agencs. is proposing to add an extra lane in
each direction along this six -lane
expressway. The projected cost is
Opinion
$11 million. to add this fourth Iane.Whate ver the eventual cost, including the time and hassle
For construction, this project will not benefit commuters as
the environmental impact report clearly shows.
The environmental impact report grades 22 intersections along Lawrence Expressway. Intersections are graded
A. B. C. D. E or F for traffic levels representing uncongested, slight traffic, light congestion, significant congestion, severe congestion and total breakdown respectively.
The model predicts only tvso intersections will receive
an A and 20 intersections will rate D, E or F grades in the
year 2010 even with expansion. Looking at the data, this
proposal will not get a passing grade.
The project also fails to protect nearby resident’s
health and property values.
Homeowners are advised to close all windows facing
the expressway and pay for the installation of an air quality
control system to make such rooms operational year round.
Most families that survive the exhaust fumes will deal

Edward
Bellerive

with the noise volumes. Sound walls will he built or raised
along only 4.6 miles of the approximate nine mile stretch.
Dedicated county officials have listened to concerns at
four community meetings and at a public hearing held during this year. Now they should he encouraged to adopt solutions that will alleviate the long term problems.
Solutions include zoning ordinances, staggard work
schedules, efficient signalization, public transit and car
pooling.
Governments can continue zoning areas to prohibit
additional north -south Unbalanced housing and industrial
areas.
More corporations could alter time schedules to
allow a staggard work force, thus reducing peak commute hour traffic.
Improved timing of the signalitation will give vehicles the green light to move traffic briskly along the route.
Commuters can alter their traffic habits by regulary
or periodically using transit or ride sharing.

To encourage ride sharing, the politicians and businesses should concentrate their resources on simply designating an existing lane as a car-pool lane. This change may
not be popular in the short run but in the long run though
this change would save time, money and construction hassle
that adding a lane would cause. Long range plans that actually indicate two car-pool lanes in each direction, according
to a hoard of supervisor transportation aid.
These policy changes will reduce traffic volumes on
Lawrence Expressway. Even more vehicles can he channelled through other proposed routes.
State Route 87. the Guadalupe Corridor from San
Jose’s International Airport to the Almaden Valley, is expected to diminish traffic congestion when completed .
State Highway 85 could also channel commuters
who normally use Lawrence to travel between state Highway 237. U.S. Highway 101 and Interstate 280.
Highway 85 brings to light a question of priorities.
Currently. Highway 85 is mostly two-lanes) while Lawrence
Expressway is three -tuned.
Commuters would benefit from a real highway, rather
than an expanded expressway. Real highways don’t have
signal lights to stop traffic, expressways do.
The specific proposal to widen Lawrence Expressway
should he rejected tor one that will really solve the transportation problems of the next century.
Letters need to be postmarked today for consideration
to the official record. Address comments to Thomas Rountree, Envinmmental Specialist, Santa Clara County Transportation Agency. P.O. Box 4009. Milpitas, CA 950354009. Or call Mr. Rountree at (408)299-3641.

Letters to the Editor
Baseball inaccuracies pointed out
Editor,
Len Gutman’s opinion piece. "This World Series was
a classic," (Oct. 29) a rambling collection of cliches and inaccuracies, provided little but empty thoughts for both casual and die-hard baseball observers.
Mr. Gutman claims the Red Sox’s dramatic comeback
victory occurred in Game Six of the American League playoffs. (It was Game Five.) Later in his article he tells us how
the "destined" Mets heat Houston pitcher Mike Scott in
Game Six of the National League series. Really? I’m not
even an Astros fan and I still know Mr. Gutman doesn’t
have his facts straight. The Mets didn’t heat Mike Scott in
Game Six because he didn’t pitch that game.
I don’t agree that this series will be for the "moments"
such as the home runs by Knight. Henderson and Strawherry. Heartbroken Red Sox fans, objective Mets fans and
baseball historians will honestly agree that the focal point of
this year’s championship will he Boston’s collapse with two
outs and a two-run lead in the 10th inning of the Sixth
Game . . (ARRRRRRRGGGGGGGHHHHH!!!)
Leave us Red Sox fans alone to suffer in peace during
the off-season and spare us the mindless drivel exhibited in
Len Gutman’s opinion piece.
Timothy S. Randall
Junior
Mathematics

University police gets blasted
Editor.
I have just read the Spartan Daily of Oct. 28. I was a
hit concerned about the article "Whispering man scares student" on page one. Two students see a guy following a girl
and decide to help. That’s a lot more than some people
would have done. Kudos to these concerned students.
Brick hats to the university police. They decided not to
file harassment charges. No crime committed? Since -when
is invasion of privacy not considered a crime? The man was
a previous sex offender, on parole from a state hospital. Coincidence? I don’t think so. If those two students were
there, she might possibly have been raped. The two students
helped, walked the woman to her class and called the police. The police then turned the other cheek.
My point is that if students watch out for each other.
then UPI) should at least do the jots we pay it to do and protect the students. Yes, a crime hos been committed by a
strange man harassing a woman But even more, by a apathetic police department A most serious crime
Carl 4’. Honore
Senior
Industrial rechnology

Gay rights activist groups, such as GALA and SIR.
talk a great deal about "coming out of the closet." But they
seldom practice what they preach.
Rather than sponsoring a queer assortment of expensive guest speakers, they should purchase a full -page ad in
the Spartan Daily which displays the names, pictures and
testimonials of the students and faculty involved in these
groups. The rest of us could then recognize them instantly
in this case about six miles.
and keep a safe distance
This plan would cost much less and provide the kind of
gay and lesbian "awareness" that this campus truly needs.
John Bliss
Junior
Music

Construction at price of parking
comments are aimed directly at you, Gail Ful*non.
This is my second semester at SJSU and I have really
been pleased with the school, that is, until recently.
I think it’s wonderful that the school is getting some
$60 million worth of facelift and new construction . . the
problem is, myself and many like me will not he around to
see these projects completed! We get to finish our curriculum with cyclone fences hedging off main walkways and
creating human traffic janis. and, while I never had too
much of a problem with parking before, I am now forced to
blow off some steam as I see hundreds of spaces vaporize
with little or no attention given to finding new parking
areas. I’m paying more than twice as much to park in city
lots or whatever is available. (I’m not inclined to spend 20
minutes finding parking a quarter-mile away from campus
each day I’m here!)
I hope some feel as I. As a commuter who will finish
SJSU in ’87 I say "consider the students who now attend
SJSU!" Before you fence off important walkways and close
much needed parking areas shouldn’t some consideration be
given to the students so as to at least make this transition
comfortable?
Charles Clark
Senior
Industrial Technology

Reader finds stupidity in Daily

Editor.
The stupidity of Paula Ray Christiansen’s opinion
piece proposing mercy for the young girl who slaughtered
Four innocent cyclists in Gilmy ("Young Gilroy driver deserves mercy in bikers’ deaths. Oct. 29), was surpassed
only by Mr. Ifamm’s definition of all Republicans as
mindless conformists (Knee-jerk Republicans. Oct. 29).
And believe me. Andrew, that was a tough act to follow.
Money could be better spent in ads
The torrential flood of insipid journalism in Wednesday’s
issue of the Daily was a remarkable surpassing of your norEditor.
.111,1eiti extracted mal level of incompetence.
In view 01 the exorbitant .11114
The Daily has become such a biased vehicle for liberal
mono, Week."
money used to fund "Gay and I est,i.in
I propose a more frugal ahem,’ e
gibberish that it is no longer even worth picking up to catch

"Bloom County."
This may he quite difficult for you to believe Mr.
Hamm, hut strong Republicans actually evaluate issues, investigate propositions and don’t always totally agree with
the party platform. Really! I’m totally serious.
And believe me. Andrew old boy, it’s just as simple to
become aligned with the Democratic party. If you’re liberal, a minority, in favor of raising taxes and cutting defense, blue collar, below the poverty level and chronically
unemployed . . . whammo! Instant Democrat. And who
cares if you never truly intend to get off welfare you’re
strongly against outlawing homosexuality and nuking
Libya. right? Well. then you must be a Democrat, because
everyone knows that’s what Republicans favor.
I am sure that I am not the only Republican who resents being labeled a "mindless conformist." Speaking of
mindless conformity. it’s amazing how homogeneous opinion pieces have become in recent semesters in the Daily.
Don’t you guys allow people on your staff who don’t share
the opinion of "the paper?" You all sound alike your capabilities are limited to mindless, ill-informed criticism.
In conclusion 1 ask only simple favors. Don’t label me
as a mindless conformist and print "Bloom County" on the
front page so that I don’t have to fuddle through the stupidity to find it.
David W. Pipe
Senior
Finance

Blood bank says ’thank you’

Editor.
On behalf of the many patients who are benefiting, we
say "thank you." The generosity of the SJSU community
resulted in a very successful blood drive and truly brightened the lives of many people.
During the week of Oct. 20-24, 430 people registered
at the blrxxl drive, of whom 381 were able to donate. This is
an outstanding contribution to community blood needs.
We wish to thank the Arnold Air Society for sponsoring and assisting with the blood drive, the Spartan Daily
whose coverage contributed to the success and to everyone
who donated blood.
Our final blood drive for this academic year is scheduled for Dec. 1-5. Traditionally there is a critical need for
blood donations at this time and we hope many of you will
he "holiday blood donors" with us.
Rhoda Burns
Director, Blood Donor Recruitment
Stanford University Blood Bank

Letter Policy
The Spartan Daily encourages readers to write letters
w the editor. Bring them to Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 208,
or the Student Union Information Desk.
Letters must bear the writer’s name, major, class
standing and phone number. The Dails. reserves the right to
edit letters for libel and length.

he Hamm Files
Andrew F.
Hamm

Give us back the gym
Being the forum editor for the Spartan Daily
doesn’t allow for much exercise. Before taking
this job I managed to work out at least four days
a week, either with weights or playing basketball at
the university gym.
But since working on the Daily means spending
your free time avoiding failing any other classes one
might have, basketball has been limited to the
weekends. But now the Associated Students Leisure
Services has closed the gym on Sundays!
The leisure services has volleyball and
badminton nets and an area for people to play
basketball. It has some racquets and a few basketballs,
but the equipment is more or less in sorry condition.
"Lack 01 funding." said Peggy Gmdhaus, A.S.
Leisure Service coordinator, as she explained the
closure of the gym on Sundays. "We couldn’t afford
to hire as many people as in the past and since we are
essentially a commuter school, the weekends seemed
like the hest time to cut hack." The gym is still
opened on Saturdays between noon and 4 p.m.
The university police had been holding informal
basketball workouts for its officers and evening guides
(others, including myself were allowed to play on a
space -available basis) on Sundays until Oct. 19 when
A.S. Leisure Services asked them to leave.
"They were never supposed to he there,"
Grodhaus said. "We are responsible for the gyms.
None of our people were there and we can’t afford to
have anyone there."
Grodhaus said this policy was not necessarily
etched in stone.
"If we get a flood of phone calls, uh, make that
letters asking us to keep the gyms open on Sundays,
we might change our minds," Grodhaus said. "But
it’s just so slow on weekends and so busy on the
weekdays that we decided this was the best choice."
The attendence at the women’s gym last Saturday
seemed to bear Grodhaus out. There was never more
than 25 people in the gym at any one time and only
live were there to play basketball. Yet as the days get
colder, more and more people will be coming from the
dorms and surrounding neighborhoods to work out.
Also, the attendence on Monday night was just
slightly better than last Saturday, although to he fair.
Grodhaus said the busiest days are usually Thursday
and Friday.
Grodhaus should reconsider the A.S. Leisure
Service policy in time for the cold weekends of
November. December and the winter months of next
semester.
So if you would like to see the gyms opened on
Sundays again (as they were last semester) then write
a letter to The Spartan Daily and have your friends
sign it as well. We’ll publish a few and I’ll pass all of
them along to Grodhaus.
Footnote: In doing research for this column 1 made a
visit to the gym Monday night to check out the
attendence, personnel and so forth. Unfonunately. I
suffered a severly sprained ankle coming down with a
rebound during a basketball game. The people at the
gym were very helpful to me in my agony. Yes, that’s
me walking around campus on crutches. Journalism
can he a nasty business.
Since no one else will ask it, I will. . .
What was Spartan quarterback Mike Perez doing
in the game in the fourth quarter with SJSU up 31-7
against Mexico State? Now I like big numbers as
much as anyone else hut the fact is Perez would have
had to miss the rest of the season no: to win the passing title. Now. it seems, he will. When you have a
valuable property you should safeguard it.
Andrew F’. Flamm is the forum editor and is 6foot -10 yet turned down a basketball scholarship to
work full -lime on his journalism degree.. The
Ilamm Files appears every Wednesday.
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Mercy plea

SAN FRANCISCO (API - The
next five years look "pretty grim" for
developing AIDS vaccines. but testing
IS expected to virtually wipe out the
threat of getting the deadly disease by
blood transfusion, according to an official from the Center for Disease Control.

Gunrunner Hasenfus hopes for lighter sentence
MANAGUA. Nicaragua (AP)
Eugene Hasenfus expects to he
convicted by the Nicaraguan People’s Tribunal trying him for terrorism hut hopes his plea for mercy will
lighten the sentence, his lawyer said
yesterday.
Hasenfus will make a "mitigating statement" and "has thrown
himself on the mercy of the court."
said Griffin Bell, the former U.S. attorney -general assisting with the
captured American mercenary’s defense.
"We hope the statement will
cause the Sandinistas, the Nicaraguan government, to he more merciful," he told a news conference.
Ha.senfus, 45, of Marinette.
Wis., was the only survivor of a C123 cargo plane shot down Oct. 3 in
southern Nicaragua while ferrying
supplies to U.S.-backed rebels fighting the leftist government. The three
other crewmen were killed in the
crash, including the American pilot
and co-pilot.
Bell said he. chief Nicaraguan
defense attorne) Enrique Sotelo

Borgen and other defenders helped
draft the statement for Hasenfus,
who also is charged with conspiracy
and violating public security.
Early yesterday. Hasenfus, Sotelo Borgen, the president of the
three-man tribunal hearing the case
and the assistant prosecutor viewed a
videotape of an interview with the
American mercenary broadcast on
the CBS TV program "60 Minutes."
The interview was shown in
Managua with a Spanish translation
Oct. 19, the same day it was broadcast. It had been taped the day before.
In the interview conducted by
correspondent Mike Wallace. Hasenfus acknowledged being recruited as a cargo handler to help run
supplies to the rebels.
He said he was not sure who
ran the rebel supply operation based
in El Salvador, hut believed he was
working for the CIA.
Hasenfus provided no real evidence that the CIA or other U.S.
government agencies directed the

’ We hope the
statement will
cause the
Sandinistas . . . to
be more merciful.’
-Griffin Bell,
1..5.

Dr. James Allen, assistant director for medical science at CDC in Atlanta, told a workshop of the American
Association of Blood Banks that education and testing programs effectively
stopped the spread of AIDS transfusion within 18 months of the first reported case.

WASHINGTON (AP) - More than one-fourth
of American families with children - and more than
60 percent of those that are black - were headed by
a single parent last year, the Census Bureau reported
yesterday.
"One of the most significant changes in family
composition over the past 15 years has been the substantial growth in the number of one-parent families," the bureau said.
A major factor is that women are having children and getting married later - or not marrying at
all - and that marriages are more likely to end in divorce, said Harriet P. McAdoo, a professor of social
work at Howard University.
As a result of these changes, she said, "children are being raised by their mothers for a significant number of years of their lives."
In addition, she said there are a substantial
number of out-of-wedlock pregnancies among both
Hack and white women.

clandestine supply flights from the
llopango air have just outside San
Salvador.
In an appearance earlier this
week. Hasenfus told the tribunal any
previous statements he made about
CIA involvement in the operation
were based on hearsay, not direct
personal knowledge.
American attorney Bell arrived
at the tribunal Tuesday morning with
Sotelo Borgen hut was not permitted
to view the videotape. Reporters
also were barred.

A separate Census Bureau repon on fertility last
June said 20.2 percent of white births and 74.5 percent among blacks were out of wedlock last year, as
the stigma surrounding unwed mothers lessens.
Researchers at The Urban Institute suggested
that young women are no longer rushing into wedlock once they become pregnant. Instead, they are
considering their futures, including whether the father is good potential husband material and how
marriage will affect their educational and economic
outlook.
Of 33.4 million families with children last year,
8.8 million - 26.3 percent - were one-parent
groups, compared with 12.9 percent in 1970. the bureau said.
The report said 60. I percent of black families
with children were maintained by a single parent, up
from 35.7 percent 15 years earlier. For whites. 20.8
percent had one parent, more than double the 1(1.1
percent of 1970.

The overwhelming majority of single -parent
families are headed by women, accounting for 4.9
million of the 5.7 million white, single-parent families and 2.6 million of the 2.8 million that are black.
Single -parent families jumped by 48.7 percent
from 1970 to 1975. hut rose by 26.9 percent from
1980 to 1985.
Among blacks, the rate of increase declined
lroni 55.5 percent to 32.5 percent. Among whites.
the growth rate eased from 44.2 percent to 23.4 percent in the two live-year periods.
McAdoo said much of this fading increase is a
result of the aging of the post -World War II "baby
boom" generation, which is now outgrowing the
prime ages or marriage as well as divorce, which
mostly occurs early in a marriage.
There were 20.6 million one -person households
in 1985. up 12.6 percent from 1980. By contrast.
one -person households jumped 28.5 percent between 1970 and 1975.
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Career Planning and Placement
will sponsor three programs today:
’ABCs of Teaching Careers’’ at 12:30
p.m. in the Student Union Costanoan
Room, "Interview II" at 1:30 p.m. in
the Instructional Resource Center,
Room 310 and "Interview I" at 5:30
p.m. in (lie Business Classrooms,
Room 120, Call Cheryl at 277-2272
for information.
The Germania Club will present a
lecture by Professor Jacobsen from the
University of Bonn from 12:30 to 2
p.m. today in the Associated Students
Council Chambers, third floor of the
Student Union. Call Dr. May at 2772892 for information.
The Re-Entry Advisory Program
will sponsor a brown hag lunch from
noon to 1:30 p.m. today in the Student
Union Pacheco Room. Call Virginia at
277-2005 for information.
The California Faculty Association will sponsor a seminar workshop
from 4 to 6 p.m. today at the University Club, 408 S. Eighth St. Call Bill
at 297-7331 for information.
The Hispanic Business Association will have a meeting to discuss the
business conference at 5 p.m. today in
the Student Union Almaden Room.
Call Elena at 277-9248 for information.
The SJSU Symphony Orchestra
conducts auditions for all instruments
every Thursday by appointment in the
Music Building. Call Professor Sayre
at 277-2917 for information.
Alpha Phi Omega will hold it
book collection drive for donation to
the Peace Corps from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. tomorrow in front of the Student
Union.
The Central America Solidarity
Association will present a speech by
Vernon Bellecourt, of the American
Indian Movement, from noon to 1
p.m. tomorrow in the Spartan Memorial. Call Casa at 294-7966 for information.
Psi Chi will present a lecture by
Dr. Frank Payne at 12:30 p.m. tomorrow.in Dudley Moorhead Hall, Room
337. Call Andreas at 971-9359 for information.
The Theatre Arts Department will
present a lecture by Dick Asher, president of Polygram Records, from 3 to 5
p.m. tomorrow in the Studio Theatre.
Call Roger at 277-2763 for information.
The Philosophy Department will
present a speech by Michael F.
Schmidt at 3:30 p.m. tomorrow in the
Spartan Memorial. Call S.H. Voss at
277-2871 for information.
Campus Ministries will hold a
Vietnamese Bible study from 410 5:15
p.m. tomorrow at the Campus Christian Center. Call Tien at 270-1226 for
information.

ping through the system. he said. and
’after five. six years. it may be down
to zero cases,’’
About 12 million units of blood
- a unit equals about one pint
are
provided in the United States every
year, along with 8 million units ot
plasma. Testing programs have cut
down on AIDS -linked transfusions nationwide, Allen said.
Among the new AIDS tests
shown at the conference was an auto-

MSBRA sSIl p,aisor a free wine
and cheese part) i rom 4:30 to 6:30
p.m. tomorrow in the Alumni Room.
Call 559-8970 for information.

The Ski Club will have a meeting
at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow in Duncan
Hall, Room 135. Call Chuck at 26)(5633 for information.

The Cycling Club will have a
meeting at 7:30 p.m. tomorrow in the
Student Union Montalvo Room. Call
Ken at 268-3945 for information.

MEChA will have a general
meeting at 6 p.m. today in the Student
Union Pacheco Room. Call Martha at
298-2531 for information.

The Associated Students Program Board &
The SJSU Women’s Resource Center
proudly present

mated process by American Bionetics
Inc. of Emeryville, for the detection of
AIDS antibodies.
The company said the test. which
Ii plans to introduce in January, will
standardize and enhance the accuracy
ol the existing Western Blot test for
AIDS developed hy the CDC. The
Western Blot test is currently considered by most experts as the most sensitive and specific test for AIDS hut has
been difficult to use.

Slight increase in S.F. cases

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) Sixty -four AIDS deaths and 61 new
casts of the disease were reported in
Several companies at the confer- San Francisco in October, bringing the
ence touted new and improved tests for total deaths for the first I() months to
doctors or home use, trying to cash in 574.
on the fast-growing $40 million AIDS
In addition to the 61 new cases of
diagnostic test market.
licquired immune deficiency syndrome, there were another 514 cases diAllen said AIDS cases trans- agnosed previously hut not reported
mitted by blood transfusions ac- until October.
"There has been a slight increase
counted for 2 percent of all reported
cases. with another I percent coming in the number of new cases, hut the
general plateau trend (of new cases)
from blood-clotting agents.
has not changed." said George Lemp,
chief of the city’s health department
Currently, "no more than 10 to AIDS surveillance and investigations
20 units of blood per million" are slip-

attorney

Single-parent households on the increase

ly

ii

06MMM11. 1ftWei
AIDS vaccine outlook ’grim’
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learn.
There were 49 AIDS deaths in
September and 80 new cases of the
fatal disease that is transmitted through
the exchange of blood or semen.
Health officials said homosexual
and bisexual men represented 97 percent of all AIDS cases and 13 percent
of those are also intravenous drug
users.
October’s figures brought the San
Francisco AIDS toll to 2,546 cases and
1.442 deaths since reporting began in
July 1981. National statistics gathered
by the Center for Disease Control in
Atlanta show 15,070 deaths and
26.875 cases through two weeks ago.

Mayoral candidate investigated
for collecting absentee ballots
ORANGE COVE (AP) - A candidate or mayor of the town 01
Orange Cove in eastern Fresno County is under investigation for reportedly arranging to have 8(8) absentee ballots mailed to his post office box.
While that act by itself is not illegal, County Clerk Galen Larson has
asked the sheriff’s department to investigate up to four dozen complaints
he received about the mailings.
Some of those complaining don’t live in the community or were nonregistered voters who had received absentee ballots anyway, Larson said.
Glenda Hill of an Orange Cove group calling itself "Concerned Citizens for Better Government," charged that Victor P. Lopez and his supporters delivered the ballots, often waiting for them to he tilled out.
Hill claimed a survey by her independent watchdog group uncovered
people who said they felt " intimidated’ ’ by the tactic.
Larson said the election could he invalidated if there were "substantial irregularities." Intimidation of voters is a violation of state law.
Lopez was unavailable for comment.
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Hey Dan Kellogg:
OP
Remember This
Girl Loves You!
TLA on,

HIGH QUALITY
FAST SERVICE
LOW PRICES

A Workshop by

JUDY
GORMAN-JACOBS

11 these are %our citpsllig ilriminds, you

Thursday, Nov. 6
1-3 pm
Music Dept., Room 150
FREE Admission

need Kiiikit’s.

kinkosso
Great coples. Great people.

Role of women and music in pre -historic, pre patriarchal times.
Women’s contributions in music assessed in light of
recent anthropological and archaelogical findings.
Highlights of women in classical, jazz, blues and folk
music history.

310 South Third Street
Mon-Fri: 7am-9pm
Sat: 10am-6pm
295-4336
(across from McDonald’s)

MUSTANGS ONLY

481 E. San Carlos Street
OPEN 24 Hrs.
295-5511
(between 10th & 11th)

1.77:11

WORLD WIDE
NEW PARTS:
Original, Available,
In Stock & Priced For You!

EJ 19641/2-1973 only
[1] Gift Certificates Available
VISA, MC, Personal
Checks, C.O.D.
ElLocal Delivery Available
[1] Total Car Restorations
[1] Worldwide Shipping
2 24 Hr. Order Processing
FA 10,000 Sq. Ft. Warehouse
& Showroom to Serve
You
USED PARTS:
Original, Practical
& Saves You SI

COMPARE,

*WHATEVER YOU NEED:*
Exterior Parts/Trim
Suspension/Chassis
Mechanical
Electrical
Interior
Glass/Weatherstripping
Convertible Parts
Accessories/Apparel
Literature
Maintenance
Service/Installation

REPRODUCTION PARTS:
Designed
To Satisfy You With New Parts
At Practical Prices’

Li] We do Appraisals
[I] We Buy Wrecked Cars
2 Shop discounts
1=) Knowledgeable
Assistance
[1] Price Quotes & Orders
Over Phone
EJ Service, Installation,
Maintenance
LI Satisfaction Guaranteed
We Care -Compare!!

*SATISFACTION GUARANTEED*
Price Quotes, Questions, Orders:
Call (408) 286-9770
1320 Oakland Road., San Jose, CA 95112
Tuesday-Friday: 9-6, Saturday: 9-5
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Spartans head to capital
to face Sacramento State

April Swift Daily staff photographer
Spartan Nick Rotteveel. shown here vs. Stanford’s Mike Mossmer, will try to help S,IS1 I swat the hornets

By Len Gutman
Daily staff writer
’We had a good practice on
The SJSU soccer team goes on the road for the final
and we played real well
Monday,
time this season, heading up to the state capital to take on
Sacramento State at 7:30 tonight in a non-league contest.
against Stanford
The Hornets (3- 14-3) have had a rough season and will in the second half
end it tonight against the 6-9-3 Spanans.
on Saturday. 11 we continue to play
"It was an uphill battle all season." said first -year
Sacramento State coach Dave 1.inenherger.
that way we could pick up a couple
Linenherger took over a Sacramento State team that
finished around .500 last year. He has not been successful of wins before the season ends.’
in turning the club around.
Julie Menendez.
The Hornets moved up to Division I status this season.
SJSU soccer coach
and because of eligibility rules lost eight players. si% 01
whom were starters.
SJSC is coming off a pair of PS(’ losses. The team
Linenberger said the team played with only II pla,ers
the first live games of the season, meaning there was no- dropped a 1-0 contest to Santa Clara last Wednesday and
body on the bench to put in if there was an iniur% or it a then got shut out again, this time by Stanford. 2-0. Saturday.
player gist tired.
The Spartans finished with a I 5 record in the PSC and
SJSU coach Julie Menendez said he didn’t redll% kiiiiss
a 2-3 record in the PCAA. The team is ill not he going to the
much about the Hornets.
playoffs.
"I always go into a game expecting good competition.
Menendez said the squad would like to close out its
hut I haven’t watched them play so 1 really don’t know hoe,
season on a positive note.
good they are." Menendez said.
’We had a good practice on Monday. and we played
The Hornets have not won a PCAA or Pacific Soccer
real well in the second half against Stanford on Saturday, Conference match this season.
The only common opponent between Sacramento State Menendez said. "II we continue to play that way we could
and SJSU the Hornets didn’t lose to was San Francisco pick up a couple 4)1 %% ins before the season ends. ’
SJSU has one game left after tonight. hosting Brown
State, whom they tied.
University at 1 p.m. Sunday in Spartan Stadium.
The Spartans tied the Gators, 2-2. Sept. IS.
Brown is an 1%) league school in Providence. R.I.,
Sacramento State’s leading scorer is Mike Gaither.
and has never played at SJSU.
with six goals and six assists for 18 points.
Menendei said he’ll get a look at Brown on Friday
Hornet goalkeeper Andy Ilegelein has three shutouts
is hen the team play, against Stanford in Palo Alto.
this year.

SJSU basketball team
ends season against Cal
to scrimmage tomorrow Field hockey team
The SJSU basketball team has
scheduled three intra-squad scrimmages in preparation tsir the 19146-87
season, and the games situ he open to
the public.
The first scrimmage is at 3:15
p.m. tomorrow in the Human PerlOrmance Gym, located at Fifth and San
Carlos streets.
The second intra-squad contest is
at 7 p.m. Nov. 13 at Live Oak High
School in Morgan Hill.

Spartan head coach Bill Berry. in
his eighth year. puts his team through
its final scrimmage at 10:30 a.m. Nov.
15 in the Human Performance Gym.
The season opens Nov. Ili, with
an exhibition game against a Norwegian national team at 7:30 p.m. in the
San Jose Civic Auditorium.
The Spartans’ regular season begins Nov. 29 at the University of Portland.

Arizona State smells roses
ASSOCIATED PRESS While
games are against California next Satthe Pacific -10 Conference football title urday and against No. 14 Arizona on
is up for grabs among six teams, only Nov. 22.
Arizona State really seems within
Washington, Arizona, No. 18
smelling distance of the roses.
Southern California and Stanford have
Washington Coach Don James said lost twice in league play and are
following Saturday night’s 14-21 vic- longshots.
tory that put the seventh -ranked Sun
Recently, however, front-runners
Devils on course to win their Pac-10 have had a history of folding their tents
title and the spoils
a trip to the Rose at the end of the season. including AriBowl. "It looks like we’re about out zona State last year when the Sun Devof it."
ils blew a chance to go to the Rose
With the victory over the nation’s Bowl by losing on the final day of the
sixth -ranked team. Arizona State re- season.
With 20 percent of the Top
mained alone atop the Pac-10 standings at 4-0- I.
Twenty teams playing in the state in
The only conference team with Arizona on Saturday, Southern Cal de
fewer than two defeats is 15th -ranked feated Arizona 20-13 in another ke%
UCLA, hut the Bruins, 4-1, have al- Pac- 10 game.
ready faced ASU, losing 16-9 Oct. 4.
UCLA. meanwhile. whipped Or
ASU ’s remaining conference egon State 49-0.

By Greg Stryker
Daily staff writer
The rebuilding Spartan I slit hiss key team (25-0. 3-9- I ) looks to finish the season on a winning
note and gain sonic momentum for next year when
it hosts third -place Cal (1-2-3. 5-4-3) at 3 p.m.
today on the South Campus field
SJSU fields a team rich in youth hut lacking
in experience. The Spartans will start a lineup that
includes no seniors and just four juniors.
The lack of experience may have taken its
toll in the second half of the season. After finishing the first half with a big 3-1 victory over second -place Stanford. SJSU has lost three straight
conference games.
Head coach Caroyln Lewis said despite these
losses, the team has been improving.
"This year’s team is a very young team, but
they have grown in abilities and steadily improved
and developed as a 1,..mt." Lewis said. "We’ve

been in almost ci cry game this year and ha,e be
come more of a team during the second half (it the
season. All but one person is coming hack Hest
year."
That one player is senior goalkeeper Jill Jacobson. who will he playing her last game at
SJSU.
The team has switched to a 4-2 line in order
to put more offensive pressure on. With four forwards and two midfielder), the Spartans scored
two goals in their recent 4-2 loss to Stanford.
Freshman Tina Royce scored her first goal as
a Spartan, and sophomore Tina Parrott scored her
first conference goal of the season.
SJSU, tied for last place with Chico State in
the NorPac, will have to contend with the Bears’
scoring duo of Gretchen Schell and Kiki Brown.
Schell is second in the NorPac conference with
three goals and Brown is right behind with two.
Cal Also has a talented goalkeeper in Kim

’This year’s team is a very
young team, but they
have . . . improved and
developed as a team.’
Carolyn Lewis,
sPiti field hockey coach
Haas. Haas has allowed an average ot 11.7 goals a
game this season ilaas and the Bears shut out the
Spartans. 4-0. in their last meting in Berkeley.
Lewis said she hopes the team can heat Cal
and gain some momentum tor next season.
"We hope to use the Cal game as a kickol
for nest year. We V. aril to end the season on a high
note:* Lewis smil

II 1k illOTEIERS OF SIGMA NIL’
Congratulate their
Fall 1986 Pledge Class
(0r1 Alk’li
Toily Ficr(’ildes
John Cybulski
Darin Davis
I ic DeLaRosa
)arrel Grey
Richard Gray
Jeff I ’amnion
Dwain I loward
Mike Johnson
Chris Joven

Paul Katawicz
James Kolk
Neil Kruse
Micah Lichermal
Garvin Meredith
Jonathan Mulcock
Mark Peachey
Jeff Salazar
Greg Swick
Dave mater
Greg Woods

FREE
Home Cut Steak Fries
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College graduates start with
management and leadership training
at Officer Candidate School, Once
commissioned, you’ll have even more
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further professional growth.
You’ll uncover your potential and
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SJSU’s Locy assumes starting role
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Bowl hopes rest on backup QB

Dale
Moul

By Greg Stryker
Daily staff writer
Boy, how things can change in a
loothall season. Second -string quarterback Tony Locy sits on the bench
all season long watching Mike Perez
riddle PCAA pass defenses.
BOOM! -- Perez is hit from his
blind side and is out for at least the
regular season with a separated shoulder.
Suddenly its time for Lacy to
lead the team through the last two
games of the se,isiin. with a trip to the
California Bow 1 at stake
Locy, who hadn’t thrown a pass
for the Spartans until the lourth quarter
of Saturday’s win over New Mexico
State, will be responsible for completing the Cinderella season that has
hinged on the leadership of Perez this
year.
Head coach Claude Gilbert said
he doesn’t foresee any wholesale
changes.
"He (Locy) is a very bright
guy." Gilbert said. "He has a yery
solid football background. We don’t
anticipate making any changes in the
offense. We’re going to continue what
we’re doing.
"He’s a guy that has a good deal
of confidence in his ability to handle the job, and more importantly than
anything, the players have a lot of confidence in him.
Wide receiver Lido Maluuulu
said the team shouldn’t suffer much.
and that it’s prepared to rally around
the junior quarterback.
"Mike’s a big factor in our offense, but I think tocy can step in and
do the same thing.- Mal:multi said.
’It’s going to hurt a little hit, maybe.
but not a lot.
’Everybody ’s going to rally
around Tony and try to pick him up to
do well. He’ll do well in the next two
games, and if we go to the howl game,
he’ll do well there too.’ ’
Locy. a junior college transfer
from Cerritos College, set a school
single -season yardage record with
1691 yards in nine games in his sophomore year at Cerritos.
He completed 117 of 237 passes
for 16 touchdowns and 12 interceptions.
He completed four ot seven
passes for 32 yards and a 6-yard touchdown against New Mexico State in his
first appearance ol the season last
week.

Kapp doesn’t fit
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rirCalifornia Golden Bears’ Ilanthoyant foot hall coach, Joe Kapp. has dug his own grave in
recent weeks and its about time someone
helped bury him.
Kapp has managed to screw up just as often off
the field as he has on it. The guy just does not know
when to keep his mouth shut.
Any avid college football fan can see that Kapp is
cracking under pressure and he is embarrassing the
University of California as a whole at the same time.
Losing has a way of eating away at one’s nerves,
especially if it happens consistently and especially if it
happens to rest on the shoulders of one individual
one that promised to bring good things to Berkeley
when he was hired live years ago.
The pressures that follow as a result of losing are
beginning to show in Kapp’s behavior. His recent outbursts toward a local sportswriter, which centered
around Kapp’s threat to open his fly, and his intial refusal to apologize lor his actions, should show Cal the
program w ould he better off without him.
If anything, the had publicity he has generated
will more than likely have an effect on attempts made
toward recruiting for next season.
It’s hard to imagine Kapp sitting down with a top
prospect and his parents, and actually trying to impress upon them that the Cal football system is a good
one and will help build the young man’s character.
All this from a coach vs ho finds it necessary to respond to questions with his
rather than his head.
Another mishandled situation that continues to
hover over the Bears is the one surrounding the sometimes hitter feud between Kapp and his talented running hack Marc Hicks 1 licks is the team’s most touted
player since Kapp himself quarterbacked the Bears to
their last Rose Bowl appearance.
Kapp has all hut blamed Hicks for the team’s
downfall, citing a lack of concentration and effort.
What more does Kapp want from Cal’s leading
rusher and pass receiver, who must somehow find his
own holes to run through because his blockers have
decided to take a season -long vacation? How can
Kapp expect Hicks to adjust to a quarterback rotation
that seems to change on each series of downs?
Hicks has made it known that he isn’t happy with
his situation at Cal. hut has tried to smooth the issue
over by publicly committing to remain at Berkeley for
his four eligible years.
However, young minds have a tend to change
quickly. and the Bears should be worried about losing
their top player to another university - perhaps another Pac- 10 rival because of Hicks’ desire to play
close to his Davis home - - if Kapp is retained.
Kapp’s on- and off-field problems could not he
occurring at any worse possible time than now, when
the Bay Area’s other two Division 1 football teams,
SJSU and Stanford. are enjoying successful seasons.
In fact, that may he the source of Kapp’s prob.
lems.
It doesn’t make it any easier for the Cal coach to
sit hack and watch both the Spartans and Cardinal turn
things around so quickly after they both hired new
head coaches three years ago.
This added pressure seems to be the one that is
really bothering Kapp. who has failed to build a solid
football program at Cal during his five-year stint as the
Bears’ head coach.
Perhaps if SJSU and Stanford weren’t playing so
well. Kapp and his team’s problems wouldn’t be magnified as much.
But, such is not the case. and Kapp will continue
to he an open target for local writers until Cal finally
admits its football coach has not passed the test.
Dale Mout is assistant sports editor.

’I have a lot of
rustiness to work out. I
haven’t been put in a
live situation under
any real pressure yet.’
Tonv Locy,
SJSU quarterback

In the 1011owing interview. Locy
talked about himself and the situations
he’ll be facing in the upcoming weeks:
Q: What are your strengths as a
quarterbacA’
A: Quickness. strength. quick
thinking. rye run the option before, so
my mobility is one of my assets.
Q: Is there anything you hare to
work on?
A: I have a lot of rustiness to
work out. I haven’t been put in a live
situation under any real pressure yet.
Q: Do vou think the leadership
ability (WW1 with experience?
A: Even though I was the secondstring quarterback. I felt I had a lot of
respect from my teammates. That’s
pretty much been developed throughout the spring and summer.
Q: Do you think the teams are
going to come Out blitzing you at first
to see how rim do under pressure?
A: Sure. There’s no doubt they’re
going to do that to see if I can handle
the pressure. I think I can. Our defense
is a Hazing defense. One thing that
really helped Mike a lot in picking up
the blitzes and calling the audible was
facing that in practice. I’ll he used to
it. I’ll be seeing it every day in practice
Q: Who’s your favorite NFL
quarterbmi?
A: John Elway. John Elway is
pretty much my idol.
Q: / heard that golf is one of your
,t; gest hobbies.

A: Yeah. It helps me relax. You
get to think a lot. It’s all mental. 1 go
out to Riverside Golf Course by myself. and I pretty much put myself in a
pressure situation and test myself
under pressure. I pretend like I have to
get this shot on the green or hit this
putt in. Having played for the Cerritos
golf team, it helped me deal with pre,
sure a lot.

Record breaker
honored by PCAA
Long Beach State fullback Mark Templeton. a 6-foot 1. 205 -pound senior from Santa Ana, has been named
PCAA offensive player of the week for his performance in
the 49ers’ 14-3 victory over Utah State.
His 1/1 receptions for 173 yards broke the conference
record of 17, set 15 years ago by Tom Reynolds of San
Diego State.
The Spartans will go up against Templeton and Long
Beach State on Nov. 15 at Spartan Stadium in SJSU’s final
regular-season contest.

NFL receivers built for speed

1

From Jerry
NEW YORK (API
Rice to Stephone Paige and Al loon, a
new breed of speed-demon receiver is
sprinting downfield in the National
Football League.
When a bomb bursts in the air
these days. a quick. strong. graceful
wideout is usually under it.
And while the quick development
of young standout receivers has been
overshadowed by the quick devel-

opment ot young quarterbacks. lor
every Dan Marino. Ken O’Brien and
Todd Blackledge. there is a streak ot
lightning at the other end.
"There seems to he at least one
good long threat on every team."
Miami Coach Don Shute said.
On Shula’s Dolphins, there are
the Marks Brothers.
two threats
Clayton and Duper.

YOU’VE HEARD
’THE DREAM OF THE
BLUE TURTLES.’
NOW SEE THE MOVIE.

"SIZZLING

A MAJOR
BIG -SCREEN EVENT
THAT SHOULD NOT BE
MISSED. I GOT MY

SOCKS BLOWN OFF."

Pelee Steck SAN RANCISCO CHRONICLE

Need Help With Your Report
or Term Paper?

"A 10!"

,..ory rattSH,

RS I V LOS ANC, It S

Cdli

Ll Word Processing Network
Fast * Accurate * Reliable

Me

- Reasonable Rates
Call NOW for

more information: (408) 267-9134

0 11111
BRING ON
THE NIGHT

Alan Sep

Dady staff phoiographer

SJSU is relying on quarterback Tony Locy to lead the Spartans to the California Bowl

This holiday season,
get the’ Write Stuff’
at the right price.
Now you can get the competitive
edge when classes begin in January. With a
Macintosh personal computer, and all the
write extras.
We call it the Macintosh "Write Stuff"
bundle. You’ll call it a great deal! Because
when you buy a Macintosh "Write Stuff"
bundle before January 9, 1987, you’ll receive
a bundle of extrasand save $250.
Not only will you get your choice of a
Macintosh 512K Enhanced or a Macintosh
Plus, you’ll also get an Image VItriter’" 11
printer, the perfect solution for producing
near letter-quality term papers or reports,
complete with graphs, charts, and
illustrations.
Plus, yop’11 get MacLightning,
the premier s011ing checker containing an 80,000 word dictionar,
with options fo

thesaurus, medical or legal dictionaries.
Together with your favorite Macintosh word
processing software, you can transform
your notes into the clearest, most letter
perfect papers you ever turned out. And
turned in on time.
What’s more, there’s a Macintosh
Support Kit filled with valuable accessories
and computer care products from 3M.’
Complete with all the things you need to
keep your Macintosh running long after
you’ve graduated.
Let us show you how to get through
college better, faster, and smarter. Stop in
and see us for more information.

WEDNESDAY NIGHT
COCKTAIL PARTY

All 750
Well Drinks
Tap Beer
Wine
Hors D’oeuvres

14PAL,

11116.

11111111111111111111111111111111111111Pr

(5pm-8pm)
Pil; 13

.....,/;;;;;,:rt;;,.

Wed. Night Cinema

& Terrace

The Pruneyard
(next to Upstart Crow)
Campbell 371-3801

Morris Dailey Auditorium
7 and 10 p.m.
$2.00
APB

t Save $100 off the combined price of a Macintosh
and Image Writer II, receive a free copy on
MacLightning with a retail value of $100, receive the
Macintosh Support Kit free with a retail value of

SPARTAN
lOOKST(R);..e
SPARTAN %HOMO IN(
Service is our Major

$50.00.
"otterIFIi 55t’ ,ittploe, Last C 191111 AM* Computer IrL 4110. and the 4/file kwo in regutered traaworis 1 AllAk COMPS*?
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SJSU budget increase fails to keep pace with enrollment
By I. rank %Ili h.ol Russell
Daily stall writer

Although the university budget
has increased since last year. SJSU
will not spend more per student than it
did in 1985-86, university administrators reported to the Academic Senate
on Monday.
Two years in a row of higher enrollments than SJSU has heen budgeted accounts for the lack of an increase, said Connie Sauer, associate
executive vice president for business
affairs
"What we lose in state support
I because of that is phenomenal." Sauer
said.
1.

According to the report. SJSU
will spend S5,921 per full-time equivalent student this year, compared to
55.900 in 1985-86.
In 1986-87. 51St) is budgeted for

18,300 ETES. while actual enrollment
will he 19.100, the report states.
This follows an overenrollment of
622 FTES in 1985-86.
The ETES number is calculated
by taking the total amount of units for
which students are enrolled and dividing that number by 15 -- for budget
purposes, a typical full-time enrollment.
Sauer, J. Handel Evans, executive vice president, and Arlene Okerlund, interim academic vice president.
presented the university annual budget report to the senate at as meeting.
State funding to SJSU and the
California State University system has
increased by the following amounts,
the report states:
Adjusting for inflation. state
support to the system has increased 5. I
percent.

Also taking inflation into account, state support to SJSU has increased 5 percent.
This reflects an actual increase of
7.8 percent in state general fund support and 55,9 percent in lottery
money, 20.7 percent when funds are
not included which, under CSU
guidelines for use of lottery money,
are to be set aside in an endowment
fund.
$113.1 million in university expenses have been budgeted for 198687, compared to $109.3 million in
1985-86.
About $1.4 million of that is lottery money, compared to about $1.2
million last year.
If non-state support is included,
the university will spend about WO
million, Evans said, not including auxiliary organizations such as Spartan
Shops.

Overall. SJSU’s financial situation is healthy, although it continues to
have problems in specific areas including supplies and services. telephone
expenses, postage and utilities, Sauer
said.
The university has been budgeted
$11(1),000 less for utilities than the $3
million it spent in 1985-86. she said,
adding CSU planners have projected
utility rates will be lower this year.
The report states spending for
postage last year was $445,100, compared to a budget this year of
5372,007.
It shows a similar problem in telephone expenses with a 1986-87 budget
of $906,106 compared to $1.1 million
spent last year.
The university continues to have
a shortage of money for supplies and
services. Sauer said.
The shortage hurts "In.titutional

By And) Bird
Daily staff writer
The Associated Students hoard of directors filled one
of its two open positions last week by appointing Devesh
Garg director of ethnic affairs.
The director of business affairs position remains vacant, hut the hoard will appoint someone soon, said Victoria
Johnson. director of personnel.
Garg. a senior majoring in electrical engineering, fills
a position that has been vacant since David Ortiz resigned in
mid-October. Ortiz said at the time he couldn’t handle the
directorship because his major, also electrical engineering,
was too demanding.
"What David (Ortiz) said is really valid," Garg said.
But because I’m pretty close to graduation. I’ll have a
light load next semester."
Garg is knowledgeable about a number of issues facing
the hoard because he served on the budget and homecoming
committees during the past year, said A.S. President Tom
licxahe, who recommended the candidate.
"Devesh has served under two hoards and already
knows the process," Boothe said.
As a member of the Indian Student Association, Garg
has some experience with campus ethnic groups.
"Through my engineering major, I’m constantly dealing with people of different ethnic backgrounds." Garg
said.
An A.S. director’s primary responsiblity is to the
hoard as a whole. Garg said.
"I think you’re a board member first," he said, "then
.1 representative of your particular seat."
Garg said his first goal is to familiarize himself with
the board and its members: "Then I want to figure out
where the greatest needs are and work on them."

Denise Wendler

Graduate art student Vurico lwanaga
brings free-blown glass to life in the In-

Intruder
kills two,
nets $100
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thistrial Studies Building. lwanaga’s
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Speck cheating as a kid

SAN JOSE STATE

VS.

LONG BEACH
STATE
Saturday. Nov 15 1 30 p m
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Famay Plan $1 5.? Adults, a Gillman
General Adrnission SP Gold Reserved $10. Blue iieserveri SN
Spocsli Groups Corporate Rates Season Tsireta call
Special Student Stan Rates Avadataa
Student Reserved Seals $S
Spider)! Unreserved Seals Al
11,er,
S

SPARTAN STADIUM PG&E EXCELLENCE DAY

The director of business affairs position has been open
since the beginning of the semester when the hoard released
Don O’Grady after he missed four consecutive meetings
The board’s attempts to fill the position were frustrated
three weeks ago after the prime candidate withdrew to take
an internship with Merrill Lynch.
The A.S. fills vacant positions by choosing candidates
trom submitted applications. The personnel selection committee narrows the field to the three most qualified applicants, who then interview with the A.S. president. After the
president makes his recommendation to the board, the appointee must he ratified by a two-thirds vote.

HALFTIME FEATURE
DALLAS
COWBOYS
CHEERLEADERS
Weather Permitting

ALSO

Special Performance
America and her music
at
San Jose Civic Auditorium
Nov 14. 8 p m

Braces ren’t jarever
-1\1\1 11

The Power
To Be
Your Best

SMILES are!
The Orthodontist tor SJSU Students
Dr. Todd Walsh
100 O’Connor Dr., San JiiNe

292-1583

Henry Dean Palmer. 32, of
Stockton. was arrested by police about
3:30 a.m., 10 minutes after the couple’s 16-year-old son escaped from the
house. The boy was attacked and hit
on the head by Palmer with a hem
trophy. hut "feigned death" and then
climbed out a hack window. said
Wingo.
Palmer was arrested on suspicion
.of two counts of homicide. assault.
with a deadly weapon and residential
.robbery.
He was taken under guard to San
:Joaquin General Hospital where he
was being treated for a stab wound in
:the side he got while struggling with
.one of his victims.
:
The dead were identified as Louis
.Tharra. 53, and his wife. Aurora, 52.
,
Palmer reportedly entered the
.house at 1024 South Van Buren
:through an unlocked rear door.
He first stabbed Aurora Yharra.
who was sleeping on the couch. He
’then went into the bedroom and confronted her husband who struggled
with him, said Wingo. Louis Ybarra
:was lOund dead in the hallway.
The boy, whose name was not
available, heard the commotion and
-came into the hallway, where he was
:attacked by Palmer, Wingo said. After
-escaping, the boy ran to a neighbor’.
’house where he called police.
The suspect then went into an
other bedroom where the man’s two
:daughters, ages 20 and 30. were sleeping, heating them with his hands and
demanding money
.
lie evenlitall WArk a purse with
-$100 in it and fled

deed, we have to."
The university is also trying to
become more efficient in how tits run.
Evans said, pointing to the new computerized. over -the -phone registration
system President Gail Fullerton approved last week.
The 5100.000 system, which will
he in place by fall 1988, will allow
Admissions and Records staff to spend
more of their time helping students
rather than shuffling paper. Evans
said.

A.S. fills post
in ethnic affairs

Art start

STOCKTON (AP)
A Stockton
man and his wife were stabbed to
death early yesterday in their home by
an intruder who heat (heir son on the
head with a sports trophy and then terrorized two daughters in a robbery that
go( him just $100.
"I can’t really say why he ended
up stabbing two people, hut it’s pretty
clear he went into that house with the
purpsose of committing a residential
robbery, and that he intended to confront his victims." said Stockton Lt.
Bob Wingo.

support ’ areas the hardest, she said.
Institutional support areas, which
are managed by Evans, include Admissions and Records, Facilities Development and Operations and Information Systems and Computing.
Staff positions go unfilled in
these areas, except the Department of
Public Safety, which includes the University Police Department, to provide
about $500,(XX) to make up the shortage. Evans said.
"We can do that." he said. "In-

Give yourself the advantage that over
1.000 SJSU students already have:

The Varsity Sport of the Mind

COLLEGE
BOWL
FOR A QUICK 10 POINTSIntramural

When will the College Bowl on Campus
Tournament take place?

ANSWER

Macintosh is a trademark al Apple Computer. Inc

Question: Tired of retyping Page 3 of a 10 page
’Term Paper" for the fourth time?
Solution: Word Processing

November 14, 1986

FOR A 20 POINT BONUS

Sign up your team of four players before
November 10, 1986 at the Student Union
Information Center.

for

Macintosh

Move paragraphs from "here" to "there" by using Cut Copy, and Paste.
Place graphics with your text A picture says a thousand words.
Correct mistakes easily by clicking the "mouse".
Format your page the way -YOU" want it
Spelling Checkers available.

Come see how
’Word Processing’
can help you.

more information call 277-9588 or 277-3228
Snecial educational discounts available for SJSU Faculty. Stall and Students

Put your mind to it!
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BOOKSTORFe
SPARTAN slIOrs
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Campus

ofver/

tenon. University Housing Director
Willie Brown cited safety and lire hazards as reasons for closing the 30-yearold complex.
SJSU is the only California State
University school that offers married
and single -parent housing.

President Gail Fullerton approved
Friday the closure of the I00-unit
Spartan City housing complex. Slated
for Aug. 1988, the closure will displace as many as 250 residents, putting
an end to married and single -parent
housing at SJSU.
In submitting the proposal to Ful-

Berke Breathed

Bloom County

Yesterdaily
cert was the biggest grossing single
event in the Associated Students Program Board history, the hoard still reported an estimated loss of $2.632.
Drawing 2,100 people, including
minors, the concert was co-sponsored
by One Step Beyond nightclub. The
club posted a $4,600 loss. Berlin received SI 5,1X10 for its performance.

Although the Oct. 20 Berlin con-
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Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS
ABOLISH N IRISH APARTHEID Writ.
for FREE info PJL. 3186 Milian.
68,0,195117 End the OPPRE S.
SION,
ADULT ( XXX) CLASSIFIED MAGAZINE
FREE’ Call 255-0724 Recording)
IX get your copy 24 hr. FREE
CHILD ABUSE TREATMENT PRO.
GRAM Enhance personal & professional growth tie Volunteer In.
tam
In world renowned local
program
Counseling. support
services. acirnIn data processing.
public swerernese. fundseising.
etc Almono -lingual. all ortjora grad & undergred Experience trorn clerical to poslgrad,
Intro-to estrovert WF NEED YOU
Neer Campus ICEF PO Noe
952. 5J 95108 260-5055
RESEARCH PAPERS 15,276 AVAIL
ABLE’ Catalog 57 00 Reseerch.
11322 Idaho 020601 I oc Angeles
90025
VISA MC
or
C00.(213) 477-8474
WALK ON HOT COALS Join more
than
100,000 Americans who
have Tolly Burken founder of the
firewalking movemenl. conducts
workshops on Nov 0 Dec 6 et
IN Emeryville Holiday inn Just
come Or Nil (415) 383-5426 7
9prn Ert FREE lecture 7.11 pm
Sat Flrev,siking workshop 5100

Creek Blvd, San Jose 241-1100
Warehouse sales. Cashier positions open Apply al Kiddie World.
NO calls
OOKING FOR PART TIME work)
Togo. el 900 N First SI is hiring
for day time positions Pleat* call

217-457001 Inquire within

McDONAL D

NOW HIRING’ Premium
pay. houni Heade around echo
-at
schedule Two-five days. ’0-35
hr. ark Interviews ME 3-4pm
Contact Mike or I ucy el 356-3095.
15475 Los Gatos Blvd

PART & FULL TIME RETAIL HELP’ NaIlona
firm
preparing
for
Christmas wort and semester
break wort if accepted you will
oath 5925 shirting. Part time 120/
earnings per With equal S1135
Full (40) awnings per week equal
5370 No omperience Is needed be.
cause Of our intensive on the job
training program Good math and
reeding skills sre
plus Some
evening and weekend posh Ions
are available and some flexibility
Is allowed during final exams In
addition. ff you qualify, corporate
scholarships ere awarded. Internships are possible, and you may
earn 2,3.4 credits per quarter or
semester
During your winter.
spring, and especlelly summer
brooks. full time wort is amenable
Cell today for In! ormetion and an

vehicle purchase or univ

D AYSTAR

at

3582717

Pert -time,

easy

troinIng provided Greet capon’
Once for your resume Et C Smith
Corp .217-0570

Pickup

Raesonsble rein.

COMPUTER EASE Computer time or

1

companies

hours, weekly paychecks $7 to
$15 hourly commission complete

COMPUTERS

and dellvery
quality work.

private instruction on the IBM PC.
In Wordstar, wordperlect, writing
insistent or professional editor
South San Jose home Afternoon
classes only 227-1990
DISK TO DISK CONVERSIONS
IBM MS-DOS CP M ALTOS
PortablesO5ISORN-TRS-80
Oyer 500 Disk formals
$100
disk
Word Protenors -Meg
Tap.
Prompt So
-vice PU & Delivery
Dote
Creative
Irms
(408)866-6080

Serv.

IBM ST COMPATIBLE 25.1, 2 drives,
monitor. keyboard. MG P. $895
640K, 20MB herd disk, drive.
monitor. keyboard. $1095
Doi
made printer. $240 Lotter quality. $295 One block from campus
404 S 3rd St. 02 corner of Son
Salvador PC-COM. 295-1606

FOR SALE
FUTONS"’ Oualffy 000 0n products
Create your own linings sleeping

REG

I DR . S5 25 hr
3.4 eves wk
6pm-9pny City of Milpitas. apply
457 E Calaveras Blvd . 947-7470

SECURITY GUARDS.MILPITAS area
Prealglou. eccount. 15.50 hr to
start. Good verbal & written skills
nec 18 yrs or older. Calif dl license. home phone Sown trans..
req. ME EOE (415)697-3640
SUBSTITUTE TEACHERS AIDE!’ Caring for children 2yrs-Syrs Close
to campus. flexible hours
tact Holly el 293-2288

Con-

SUPPORT YOUR SCHOOL Nine Nu
support yourself. Grtal experience, Hiring immediately Earn up
to $10 plus hr Close to campus.
evening only Telemarketing with
new twist Must have good cornmunicatIon skill. NO command
of the English language Call now’
Deb AMIN. SJSU Annual Fund
277-9206
TEACHERS & AIDES tor preschool
LO SJ Nee 6 ECE units preferred
(4081723-1131

voice and* strong desire to nrta
money Call Mrs OrNn et 3773800

cost Ireneportatktn needs for Me
student 30 day guarantee All
sales fine! Call Days 942.7736
Eves 293-4710 AN kw Joe
KEYS MADE. LOCKOUTS OPENED.
autos (most foreign & domestic)
Homo & buINss. rektying, locks
&

deedbolts

bonded -licensed Open 9 to Bpm.
Mon thru Sat (Sun by appolnl
ment) EMERGENCIES ANYTIME
Ron Hughes owner membierNL A.
(IA Evergreen Locksmith & Security Service. call 270-3277, SJ
WHY BUY SEMINAR COURSES) Borrow them from us’ Reel Estate,
Motivational. Sales & Business
home-study courses Hundreds
to choose Som. Well also accept
any used courses for Credit toword the ennuet fee UNLIMITED
The Seminar lIbrary
(,00)s24-2222 x 132
borrowing

TELEPHONE

SAL FS-pert time

subscriptions

Sell

to

the Mercury.
Guaranteed 54 50 hr plus

News
commission Shills 9AM-1PM or
plus
4 30PM.6 30Pke. Mon -Frt
Sat Call today (408) 983-1600
WANTED

PERSONS INTERESTED in
making $200-51500 a mu PT FT
no experience Call 255-6675

HOUSING
AFFORDABLE HOUSING. STUDENT
DISCOUNT Fully lurnished, secure and sale rooms FREE utilities and housekeeping service
Reasonable reles-shared or sin.
pie available Walking distance to
Son Jose State Office 72 N 5th
ST. 996-0234

FEMALE ROOMMATE to Nne 400r
house. North San Jose. 5775 mo
Cell 251-6511 (eves )

HELP WANTED

FOR RENT. Detached pool house full
kitchen. Nth. unfurnished Los

AFTER SCHOOL SUPERVISION help
with homework Two children. ex.
change room end board or weges

FURNISHED BEDROOM, kitchen priv.
loges Prefer Femele non.smoker

Weekdays 3-6pm, Almaden Valley
Irma Anxious, plea,* call Gabrielle at 97141118 or 2669753
EARN 54130 weekly, $90 per hundred
stuffed Guaranteed
envelopes
Horneworters needed for corn
pony proraect stuffing envelopes
and assembling materials Send
stamped serif addressed envelope
to AN Mall Cc, P 0 Roe 25-1.
Gimlets. Ca 91310
GRAPHIC ARTIST position in the Student Activities & Services Office
lo Nast In development of flyers.
brochures, banners. etc 10-15
hra wk, $4 50-9490 hr Apply by
11 ’ON MCAT Bldg
IF YOU LIKE lo reed and 111,1 10 earn
money, then join this moil order
multl-level membook club er
bership plan No risk, no pressure Fecellent opportunity for
Students to *ern Ntre income
Free Medallion bro.
Nilo-me
Boo 2072.
Heim. P0
chyme
Asheville. MC 26602
JESSICA

NIGHTCLUB. 1001 S

let

needs welter erts. brIndrs. DJ
Call 207.7272 279-6683 for Info

SI

JOBS’ JOBS’ JOBS’ Ideal for stu.
dents Join our marketing staff
Tale new and renewal megazine
orders by phone Mon thru Weds
& Sol & Sun Oulslending earning
potermal Call 3709090
KIDDIE

WORLD

TOYS. 3640 Stevens

BoN

78781-6.

San

Jose.

Ca

95159
NEED 100 OVERWEIGHT PFOPI E to
try new herbal weight control pro.
gram No drugs. no exorcise
100, guerenteed Call (408) 2451503
PROFESSORS EXAM FILES available
for
Engineering
(8
required
courses In CF. FF. ME end Mat
Engrt. FIT. Calculus. Chemistry
and Physics Available at Sperten
Bookstore & Roberts Book Store

Nan ROB

Itos, 5375.964-2406

5300m0 plus sec & 1 2 utt 0717411 after Opm. leave message
NONSMOKER

WANTED TO
MAR
townhouse rum

share
yv pot

Seth & deck Geroge. fireplace
pool. tennis $350 flat 274-8065
( PMS)
2tydrm. 25th. lop floor, quiet apt Pert
Ncurity deposit. $550 rno

and study opportunities
Rev
MINN ShIrss.Fr Bob I egesSr
Joan Benelle Rev Norb Fon
haber

LOST & FOUND
I OST. GOLD HUMMING BIRO PIN, 1 2
Inches, Oct 25th vicinity Worn.
en Gym or Music Dept Concert
Hall Much sentImNtel value, REWARD Phone 741.0333

PERSONAL

Stop shaving. Nang.
IwNzing Let me permanently remove your unwanted hair (chin.

BARE IT ALL

bikini, tummy. moustsche. back,
shoulders. etc) 15. discounts to
students and ’Nulty Call Wore
Christmas. 1986 & get your 1st
Nat. at 1 2 price Unwanted hair
disappears with my care Gwen C
Cheigren. R E Cali 559-3500. tor
speff 1645 S Bascom Ave WC
HAIR TODAY GONE TOMORROW
FE. IF a’

IS THAT DESIGN project

due & you he. no resources tor
INN or what to build, SHI Electronics Is committed to offering
low cost electronic (component)
& computer information n.ds tor
the student Call Days 942-7736,
Eves 293-47130 ask for Joe

for an appointment
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL for
men end women Special rate with
faulty or student I D PriNto
confidential Weekday...ening.
Seto
-gay Sunnyvele Electrolysis Center. toll Business Perk at
Hwy 101 & N Fairoak Ave 1408)
734-3115
PROFESSIONAL RESEARCH for *M-

Duran and I know all the we, stories el Bechtel Yet my Weis really
grand because of you. ED.
BACKACHE,’

Free examination

&

cane N part of e reeriferch project
If you have had low back pain tor
more than 6 months & are 20-55
yrs old, please call Palmer Coe.
ratge of Chiropractic West at (408)

(408)224-0852
AFFORDABI F WORD PROCESSING
Specializing In resumes, term pa
pers.transcriplIon

No

job

100

small, Student discounts Neer
SJSU TeNhers welcome’ Office
Alternelives. 294-2974

School Daze

Wanda Folk
HERE A FATEFUL 51,w OF Tie
4P1EE1. PETER/$/1110E5 WHETHER
ONTESTANT5 GLIDE INTO CLASS
ON TIME FROM A LUXURIOUS ONCAMPUS P KINO Lor...

corrected long rnenuscripts
come Will pick up. deliver AIN
available critical reeding, aisle
fence In rewriting Dan 0 Rea.
978-0277
BARRE SWORD PROCESSING Have
(ob will process E.perl.ncad In
theses. manuscripts, papers. rearmies.
professional
beck -up
work RNsonsloke rates Located
convenientty Call Babe at 9254370

aK

WI

BECK

SECRETARIAL
Student papers. resumes. business typing
needs, word procNalng Willow
Glen area Cell Ilse.. 267-8234.

OP"

BLOSSOM
HILL SANTA
TERESA
AREA Fast, accurate typing and
word processing evellable seven
week

limited

pick-up &

CALL

LINDA FOR

Fames&

Isaac Newt

Sheila Neal

PROFESSIONAL

word

processing
Reports.
theses, dissertations. group projects. resumes Guerenteed quick
return Per page and hooey rates
TrenNrlption Naiad* Almeden

’THE LESS
I MAVE
CONTROL
OF

Brenham area Free that storage
Prof Steno Typing Service 14081

\
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Mueller enjoyed complex’ sense of community

OM.

(
John Duus

Daity stall photographer

Mary Mueller, 63, used at Spartan City in the early 1950s.

Gay rights group,
A.S. agree on debt

MUELLER, from page I
Mueller took a fuel research job
at Shell Oil, while waiting for her husband to return from Okinawa, Japan.
Alter his return, the couple moved
around the country before settling in
San Jose in 1951 with two young boys
in tow.
They spent a month living in barrack -type housing near the airport before finally settling into Spartan City
during the third quarter of school.
They could finally he students together.
"I was going for my teaching credential in home economics," she said.
"My husband would baby-sit while I
was in class and then come down to
school and pass off the kids to me."
Mueller was left alone with her
children shortly after moving to Spartan City when her husband was called
hack into the service during the Korean War. She said the sense of community at the complex made her never,.
feel alone.
’It was great.** she said. "My
neighbor above me was an art major.
When I was home by myself and
wanted to do something in the apartment. he would help. He came down
to help wallpaper my apartment.’
Mueller said he was the first person she knew that had a TV set. She
said such luxuries were a rarity at
Spartan City, hut that the living was
comfortable.

It was a good, warm, growing experience. It
was a close community.
Mary
. . .
"We were probably one ol the
lucky ones who had a washing machine," she said. "One couple from
Iowa had really strained finances. The
wife came to me one day to borrow
two cents so she could buy a hag of potato chips for her husband’s lunch.’
Mueller said most of the families
at Spartan City were headed by veterans on the GI Bill. She remembers
many children, strings of birthday parties and people willing to he an extended family.
"It was a good, warm, growing
experience." she said. "It was a close
community. The people were there for
a common reason and had a lot of respect for each other."
Mueller’s daughter was horn
while she lived at Spartan City during
the first trend toward natural childbirth. She began taking natural childbirth classes at the tennis court clubhouse next to Spartan City, hut
stopped when they were canceled because ()flack of participation.
She said she was determined to
finish the class. So Mueller traveled to

Markham Center, an adult education
facility. for the childbirth training.
Ironically, when she was first hired at
the adult education program, one of
her first duties was to oversee the
childbirth classes.
After leaving Spartan City in
1953. Mueller and her family stayed
downtown in a house on South 13th
Street. Her children attended Lowell
Elementary and San Jose High, hut she
said the atmosphere has changed a lot
since the ’50s and ’Ms.
"You always used to feel safe
and comfortable downtown," she
said. "My kids would go down to the
stores on their bikes and shop for
themselves. Halfway houses changed
the character of the neighborhoods and
it really made me want to leave."
Mueller will retire from her post
in December hut said she’s looking
forward to coming hack as an adult education student in photography and
travel sketching.
She’ll he a student once more hut
a townhouse in Los Gatos has replaced
the barrack -living of Spartan City.
which currently houses .750 residents.

By :tiny L. Pabalan
Daily staff writer
The Associated Students board
of directors today will consider accepting a used sailboat as a donation
with the provision that the boat will
he given to SJSU’s Sailing Club and
Racing Team.
By giving the sailboat to the
AS., Richard Gee of Cupertino will
he able to claim the donation as a
charitable tax deduction. A.S. Controller Gabriel Miramontes said.
The A.S. falls under Section
501 of the Internal Revenue Code,
which gives the A.S. a non-profit,
tax exempt status, Miramontes said.
A similiar transaction took

place last year when an SJSU alumnus. Alan Simpkins. donated sails.
Gee, who is also an SJSU
alumnus, said he no longer wanted
the I 3-foot Flying Junior sailboat.
"I have two boats and it’s an
excess," Gee said. "I’ve had it fora
long time and I wanted to get rid of
.’
Gee said that because he was
involved with the sailing program at
SJSU before graduating in 1976, he
decided to donate the sailboat to the
university. He added he did not
know the value of the boat.
Stephen Anderes, president of
the university’s sailing club and racsaid the club will he able
team,
ing

to use the sailboat. lie added the
club has three boats for practices.
"A major way to finance a program is by donations," Anderes
said. The group is not funded by
AS., he added.
Anderes. a senior majoring in
industrial technology, said the sailing club and team has about 15
members.
"The club is mainly oriented
toward racing." Anderes said. However. Gee’s sailboat is not a Collegiate Flying Junior, the specific type
of boat required tOr racing. he said.
The group will use the boat for practicing.
The members practice every

Homework

All Calendars 20% Off
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FREE rent one tape on
Tuesday or Wednesday
and get another tape free
SPECIAL ON WEEKENDS
rent 1 tape from Friday-Monday
for only $250

S PARTA.N
Jr.10 R F.
BOO KS‘
SPARTAN SHOPS
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Rep. Norman Mineta, DSan Jose, and chairman of the
House Federal Aviation Subcommittee, said that he had spent the
last couple of years encouraging
the FAA to approve the Airways
Science Curriculum for SJSU.
lie said he has always promoted
the university’s Aeronautics Department with the FAA. According to Little. Mineta has been behind the scenes for a long time
but was finally able to attend an
official aeronautics function Friday.
Mineta was one of several
people appointed to the university’s newly formed aviation advisory council by Fullerton. Little
said. The council will act as a hason between the university and
the community in aviation matters, he said.
Also present at the airport
presentation were Little. Arlene
Okerlund. SJSrs academic vice
president. H.C. "Mac" McClure, head of the FAA’s Western Regional office, Ellsworth
Ritter. chief of the FAA’s local
Plight service district. and Raul
Regalado, San Jose director Maviation and San Jose International Airport manager.

Friday in Redwood City. Anderes
said. They will he at California
Polytechnic State University at San
Luis Obispo this weekend for a re
gatta.
The series ol races vs ill include
a dozen or so California tiniver.itie,
from both the north and south. he
said. Anderes added it is the maior
sailing race or the club this semester.
Next weekend the members
will participate in a regatta hosted by
Stanford University, Anderes said.
He added the tournament will be a
championship race for women and
for freshmen and sophomores.

Gifts & Clothing

Spartan
Price Riot

Quality Paperbacks
up to 50% Off
now $2.98-$7.95
(values to $15.95)

1/R BA

A.S. to consider donation of sailboat for campus club

But the group is eligible to apply for.
14 11 \ Inns page 1
and recently received, special allocawhen it was unable to pay hack a SI ,- tion funds, Miramontes added.
.
600 loan to the A.S.
GALA was allocated 5150 to rent
The 1983 A.S. hoard of directors
audio visual equipment and films for
refused to recognite GALA as a stuprograms it sponsored during Gay and
dent group. charging It had the same
Lesbian Awareness Week. said Jean
membervhip as the defunct G11.511.
Lenart. A.S. business adniinistrator.
Eventually. the A.S. cut the debt
Because of all the resistance enin half and agreed to recognite the
group if the payment schedule was countered over the past two years.
met. But after an initial payment of GALA may never he a strong group.
550. GALA was unable to meet the re- Stein said.
"I don’t want it to sound like I’m
quirement.
As a result GALA is ineligible to crying when I say this," Stein said.
apply kir funding lrom the A.S. gen- "hut I don’t know of any other (stueral budget. said current A.S. control- dent, group that is trying to absolve
ler Gabriel Miramontes, and will not themselv es 01 a debt with the same
be eligible until the debt is paid in Itill iv lies ot restraints."

General Books

Mueller,

early Spartan City resident

Aero
school
gets OK

I

Sale Days November 5-11

Popcomer
Bubble Yum Gum
10c (5 pieces /pk)
Sugarless or Regular flavor
regular 40c

Sunkist Fruit Gems be
regular 40c

Gummy Rats In A Trap $1.25 ea.
(while supplies last) regular $1.99

Gummy Bears $1.50 lb.
regular $2.45 lb.

INC.

Service ies our Major

General Supplies
20% Off
All Briefcases
50% Off
Single Subject Spiral Notebooks
100 ea. Report Cover

Values Plus:
Mug Clearance
50% Off original prices
(price as marked)
November sale of
Summer Hats & Baskets
20% Off original price
(price as marked) no returns
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Rep. Norman Mineta, I)San Jose, and chairman of the
House Federal Aviation Subcommittee, said that he had spent the
last couple of years encouraging
the FAA to approve the Airways
Science Curriculum kw SJSU.
He said he has always promoted
the university’s Aeronautics Depamnent with the FAA. According to Little. Mineta has been behind the scenes for a long time
hut was finally able to attend an
official aeronautics function Friday.
Mineta was one of several
people appointed to the university’s newly formed aviation advisory council by Fullerton. Little
said. The council will act as a hason between the university and
the community in aviation matters, he said.
Also present at the airport
presentation were Little. Arlene
Okerlund. SJSU’s academic vice
president. H.C. "Mac Mc (lure, head of the FAA’s Western Regional office, Ellsworth
Ritter. chief of the FAA’s local
flight service district, and Raul
Regalado. San Jose director of
aviation and San Jose International Airport manager.
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Energy saving tips to combat winter bills
Hy David Rickard
Among other things, winter
means lower temperatures. longer
nights and more indoor act is
which inevitably results in greater
energy usage.
There is no way of skirting this
Fact. hut steps can he taken to sullen
the blow of high power hills So, to
avoid paying through the nose this
winter, pay attention to these energy -saving tips.
The list of money -say ing ideas
For the cold -weather months can he
divided into two lists: Things to do,
and things not to do. Don’t confuse
the two lists, and the result will he
extra bucks at the end of the month.
First, things to do:
Insulating walls, floors and
healing ducts can cut heating costs
by 25 percent. Insulation serves two
purposes
it keeps cold air from
entering. while preventing heat land
dollars I trout escaping.
our
thermostat
I aivt en lig
also ...Ise, intone) on heating costs.
By setting it at 65 degrees during
the day and 55 degrees at night or
when on vacation, heating hills can
he cut hy 5 percent or more. The
slight discomfim of a chillier house
will he more than offset by the S:11ings. All you need is a warns
sweater.
Install clock thermostats to
automatically change settings at different times of the day .
Caulking and weatherstripping. like insulating, reaps dividends at month’s end. Concentrate

on doors and windows, hut don’t
forget pipes, ducts and all other
openings where cold air sneaks in.
You don’t have to he a mechanical
engineering major to master this
one.
Cleaning your furrdief, periodically saves money, because dirty
filters force the furnace to work
harder to provide the same amount
of heat. First turn off the power
source, then vacuum away lint and
dirt . Replacing old filters also saves
money .
Go solar on sunny days.

yet .’,ey provide the same amount
and quality of light.
If you own a waterbed.
cover it with bedspreads or quilts
when it isn’t in use to prevent heat
kiss. The heat can radiate in all directions. so a layer of cardboard between the mattress and the frame
will also guard against loss.
Save on your water hill by
installing low -flow showerheads.
The hot water will go farther in the
morning, and your hills could he reduced by In to IS percent.
Now for things not ludo:

Go solar on sunny days. Open the drapes on
windows facing south during the daytime,
then close them at night to trap the heat.
Open the drapes on w indows facing
south during the daytime. then close
theta at night to trap the heat. If the
window doesn’t face the SUIL keep
the drapes shut. As much as Ifi percent of household heat can escape
through uncovered windows
Buy your water heater a winter coat. Covering the heater keeps
heat from escaping into the surrounding area, which is usually a
closet, and it shaves money from
the water heating hills. Don’t forget
to also wrap the pipes leading to and
from the heater.
Houreseent
lamps
with
screw -in bases use only one-third as
much energy as incandescent bulbs.

Don’t leave lights on in
empty rooms This is the simplest
suggestion ill all to
and it
yields the highest return. Turn
lights, heaters, stereos and televisions off when not in use
Try to avoid using appliances between 5 and 9 p in. Demand for electricity is highest at
these times during the w inter.
You can’t unplug the refrigerator. hut you can run it at normal
temperatures. keep the condenser
coils clean and make sure the door
closes tight. Also, don’t leave the
door open when you go off 10 watch
the football game.
Don’t run the dishwasher to
clean one spoon: wait until there’s a

Full load. If possible, shut down the
unit at the end of the last rinse cycle
and allow the dishes to dry naturally.
Just as with the dishwasher.
don’t run the clothes washer and
dryer without a full load. Just as
with the other appliances, don’t use
between 5 anti 9 p.m.
When cooking, ignore the
directions that say to pre -heat the
oven. Use the smaller oven if you
have a dual unit and use the stove
top burners Instead of the oven
vs henever possible
A microwave oven requires
an initial outlay ot cash. hut it can
I se ti insave money there:Mei
stead of the cony eCIIIM 1.C11 to cook
ot
or reheat small quantities tood.
Money can he saved on en.
ergy costs outdoors. 100 it 1011
the au
have a svi limning pool. :lmth
tomatic cleaning sweeper is spend
ing the winter numths doing the
breaststroke from one end to the
other, turn it oil. Also. operating
the filter only two hours per day is
more than sufficient to keep the
pool clean.
The benefits of follow ing these
guidelines aren’t limited to the say ings on your monthly power hill By
installing such features as vt.ater
heater blankets, insulation matenals
and other energy -saving devices,
homeowners can qualify for rebates
and interest -free financing from
PG&E. which in turn can help to Fiweatherproofing
nance
more
materials.

Keeping those summer feeings alive

Winter packages Christmas and vacation

the winter season slowly winds it’
Asway into our lives we are faced with
the inevitable: cold weather and the
vi inter blahs. Most ot US still long for the
summertime when we Call spend our free
time lying in the sunshine.

the cold weather finally appears and
Asthe rain begins to fall. so comes the
thought of Christmas shopping and the
excitement of a possible vacation far away
imm school.
The sound of jingling hells are still
weeks away, hut Christmas shopping days
are on the count down. Shoppers everywhere
are saving sales slips for those nearly -inevitable Christmas returns.
It’s a sure thing that some of the returns
will he hats that don’t fit and tics that don’t
suit -- hut there will he many returns for
stuff that just didn’t work.

Cold weather doesn’t necessarily have
to mean a cold spirit. Although sunshine is
usually one of the thing, w hich makes the
summer so special hut isn’t essential for a
summertime feeling.
There are plenty of ways to maintain an
"endless summer" even when the sun is no
where in sight.
Probably the best way to really get the
Feeling of summer is to crank up the Beach
Boys.
Whether you’ve been a Beach Boys
fan for a long time or you’re one of
those people who changes the station when their songs play on the radio
there’s no way of denying that those boys (although they’re actually pushing their 50’s
now) could bring the summer out of Jack
Frost.
The Beach Boys represent everything
the summertime is and should he. Surf, sun
and fun are what the boys sing about and by
listening to their music the summer never
ends.
So with "Good Vibrations" blaring
from you’re stereo, looking out the window
and seeing the rain pouring down your driveway no longer seems like such an awful
thing.
If you still find yourself longing to lie
down on the sand and soak up some rays. try

Cindi Hansen
slipping on your bathing suit and sprawling
your beach towel out in front of the fireplace.
The tanning affects the sun’s ray’s give off
aren’t easily obtained from a fireplace hut the
warming effects are similar.
Taking advantage of the days that are
sunny is another way of making it through
the winter transition.
When the sun comes out in the morning
take that as a sign that summer has come
hack for the day and use the day wisely.
Taking a vacation to a sunny spot can
surely cure any wintertime blues. Areas in
California that provide beautiful winter vacations include San Diego and Palm Springs.
These places are usually nice when the Bay
Area is crummy, and they’re not too far frivni
Keeping the summer alive in the winter
can only have a positive affect on the wintertime hlahs.
Hansen is the special assignments editor.

As consumers we’re very much aware
of the quality of merchandise we buy. Maybe
it’s because we have so many things to try
out at one time rather than going through a
process of one new item every so often.
Because we’re in the business of creating for the consumer, we’re even more
aware of the importance of building quality.
wear and performance into a product.
But "we’’ is a collective word. It means
a group. When you open up your child’s
wagon and find there are only three wheels.
you know some person is responsible, not a
group.
The "many returns of Christmas" are a
poignant reminder that the work of many can
be spoiled by one who’s not alert to the task
at hand. It just took one person to leave the
wagon wheel out of the package, while many
others did their parts with care.
In today’s business there are few jobs
that don’t incorporate work already done by
others. Like the classic chain, the strength
and quality of the finished work is only as
good as its weakest pan. Every one of us
must keep this in mind as well. Remember. it

Jeni Uyeda
all depends on you.
After all of the hustle and hustle of
Christmas dinner, the visit from Santa Claus,
gift returns and putting all of the festive decorations away, it’s time for a vacation.
There are so many of us who want to go
and get away after the holiday season ends.
Warmth is the perfect cure for the after the
holiday blues.
Maybe if you were lucky enough Santa
Claus brought you a trip to Hawaii or a cruise
to the Virgin Islands.
Even though Santa Claus isn’t made of
money, it is a nice dream. But teethe lucky
people who receive this "horn of plenty."
they will spend part of their winter in paradise.
But for those who weren’t good boys
and girls, anywhere would he better than
being here. Everyone deserves a break _from
the hustle and hustle of society. If only
dreams came true.
Jeni Uyeda is the assistant special assignments editor.
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Tahoe offers a variety of winter lodgings
By Andy Bird
For ski huffs who have spent
the fall season discussing which
Lake Tahoe resorts they are going to
schuss, or gainers who have decided
to take advantage of Tahoe’s casinos and 24-hour night life during semester break, the next step is to decide where to sleep.
The "lake in the sky." as
Tahoe is aptly nicknamed. offers a
variety of different lodgings with a
wide range of prices. perks and
packages.
There are four basic lodging
categories in the Tahoe area.
The four grand hotel/casinos.
on the south shore offer the most attractive acconuxlations. hut are generally the most expensive.
Motels, hundreds of them, dot
the shoreline around the casinos,
and are usually less expensive depending on how close they are to the
action.

For larger groups that want to
stay together for a couple of weeks,
or a just a weekend, there are numerous cabins specifically for this
purpose.
Several condominium complexes cater exclusively to tourists
who want a smaller lodging with all
the conveniences of home.
When Caesars’ Tahoe opened
on the lake’s south shore in 1980, it
joined three other major hotel/casinos that have been a part of the Lake
Tahoe scene for over 20 years. Harvey’s. Harrahs and the High Sierra
formerly the Sahara
have
been providing garners thrills and
entertainment since the early ’60’s.
All four hotels offer a wide
range of dining experiences, in addition to a variety of shops and services. Skiers can catch the shuttle
that travels between the local resorts, and can buy or rent equipment
from on -premise ski shops.

Room rates are similar among
the four hotels and average from
$75 to $120, depending on the
view. Some luxury suites can run
more than $500 per night, while
other nxmrs may he offered at special rates as low as $35.
For skiers, the hotels offer
packages that include lift tickets at
nearby resorts. Rates run from $219
for three days of skiing and two
nights lodging to $439 for six days
and seven nights.
Motels in the South lake
Tahoe Area vary greatly in rates.
accomodations and conveniences.
Accomodations can include pools.
hot tubs and fireplaces. Convenience is rated by how close a motel
is to casinos or ski resorts. Rates run
From $20 to more than $TO per
night, and are usually more expensive on the weekend.
There are approximately 20
condominiums and townhouse corn -

plexes on the south shore that provide tourists full living quarters, including
kitchens.
All
offer
fireplaces, telephones, saunas, television and pools. Most offer local
ski packages, similar to the hotels.
Rates run from $50 to more than
$ I 50 per night, and can vary greatly
at each complex according to season, number of nights stayed, and
amenities provided.
Several hundred cabins and
houses are available for short-term
rental, and are usually handled
through real estate or property management companies. Most offer the
same amenities as the condominiums. hut in more private surroundings.
Some waterfront cabins provide boat docks Others are located
away from the resort center, often in
secluded. wooded areas. The minimum rental term is usually for at
least a weekend, and can run as long

as several months. Rates vary
greatly according to site of residence and number of people.
Because Lake Tahoe has so
much to offer vacationers, it’s a
good idea to thoroughly examine all
lodging options and variety. To
make this task more convenient, the
Lake Tahoe Visitors Authority has a
toll -free reservation number, 8(8)822-5922.
Vacationers can call this number to make reservations or to request information pamphlets that
contain complete information on
what is available and how much ii is
going to cost.
Because Lake Tahoe is so immensely popular, all lodging is
usually completely hooked during
traditional vacation periods, especially the break between semesters.
So he smart, and make lodging arrangements today Don’t he left out
in the cold.

Exercising indoors helps fight
onset of cold-weather bulges
By Paula Ray Christiansen
Winter is the perlect excuse to
hake cookies, snuggle up in front of
the television and watch reruns on a
Sunday afternoon. You deserve to
relax
you just finished a final,
wrote a paper. went to class . .
The list is endless. But this behavior is the perfect excuse for flab
to attack your body. creeping in and
over the nooks and crannies of your
thighs. upper arms and abdomen.
Exercising indoors doesn’t
have to he boring. Just because it’s
raining outside doesn’t mean you
can’t get up and move, have fun and
be lit.
First, the benefits of getting in
shape, according to the President’s
Council on Physical Fitness and
’sports :
You look, feel and work better.
maybe live longer,
Your strength increases along
with endurance and coordination,
The functioning of your heart.
lungs. blood vessels and digestive

system improves.

relieves mental and
Exercise
physical tension,
Exercise reduces chronic fatigue
There are four major elements
of a complete fitness program, all of
which can be satisfied indoors: cardiovascular conditioning. Ilex hil
ity, muscular endurance and museu
lar strength.
There are several activities
considered to be indoor sports that
people forget about when they think
about "working out."
A trip to the local roller rink on
a rainy day can serve as a workout
Skating burns about 250-350 cal
ones per hour and increases muscle
endurance and strength, according
to the council.
And you get the benefit of has
ing a good time with your friends
for about $5. That’s a lot cheaper
than membership at 24-Hour Nauti
lus.
Bowling will burn an average
of 250 calories an hour and will

strengthen upper arms and thighs. It
doesn’t offer much of a cardiovascular workout unless you’re a professional, hut it does have some of
the same benefits as weight lifting.
A garage alternative is table
tennis, which bums anywhere from
240 to 500 calories, depending on
how intense the game gets land how
good your opponent is). Table tennis offers a good cardiovascular
workout as well as endurance.
Dancing is excellent exercise
and doesn’t have to be done to a
Jane Fonda video to be beneficial.
While burning off up to 500 calorie,

you increase flexibility, muscle endurance and get your heart rate up.
This is probably one of the best allround workouts for a rainy day or
boring Friday night, and again, you
enjoy the company of your friends.
Exercising in the winter or
rainy months takes a little more creativity and a lot more motivation.
hut it’s well worth the benefits
When summer rolls around you can
be the first to hit the beach and shed
your winter wools with pride because you skipped a few episodes 01
"Days of Our Lives" and added
some days to your own.

1178R6
Winter begins at REI As the snow begins to lalt the
high country. let our expen staff guide you into ’
adventures with our guahty products and seryx.e,

quality products ...
ALPINE. NORDIC AND MOUNTAINEERING GEAR
AND CLOTHING rots Rossignol, Nadu. Soloman
Track, Karhu. Asolo.Chounaird, Patagonia North Far,
REI and much more

Take The Break
To Ski The World

quality service ...
COMPLETE ALPINE AND NORDIC SHOP AND
RENTAL SERVICES by highly trained certified
mechancs, plus
FREE SC PASS with
purchase of any Nordic
ski package
FREE XC PASS with purchase
of any Nordic ski
FREE MOUNT TUNE with
purchase of any Alpine or
Nordic ski package
*SPECIAL DISCOUNT on XC
rental pass package

During your winter break, let Travel Planners put
you at the best ski spots in both the U.S. and
abroad.

OVER HERE

COPPER MOUNTAIN RESORTColorado
2 nights lodging
2 days lifts
2 days access to Athletic Club
5274.00 couple’
SNOWBIRD-Utah
7 nights lodging
6days lifts
1 ski school lesson
$614.00 person’
lapin 6 people in 2 rooms)
*lodging tax not included
& Air not included

OVER THERE
CLUB TYROL-Austria
7 nights lodging & transfers
From $276.00 person
Round tripSan Francisco to
Munich $612.00*
Ski Pack:
6 day ski pass
6day ski rental
Ski lessons 11211mom $128.00
*Taxes not included

For information and more money -saving ski packages to
all areas, call TRAVEL PLANNERS 293-7990

Quality Outdoor Gear and Clothing
Since 1938
OF R ’ONO ?CHnrnestnainllrt

Homestead

50% OFF
Nordic or Alpine
I
Basic Tuneup
IWith This Coupon
I

I

L

otter Expires Dec 31 1986

I

I
I
I

I

408,446 199,
1

50% OFF
Nordic or Alpine
One Day Rental
With this Coupon
Utter Expires Dec 31 1986

I
1
I

_J
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Beat the winter blues, go
Leave San Jose chills
for sun and fun in L.A.
/ii Sire A tirthir
Feeling sucked up by the cultural salami in San Jose’ Then head
south
Although it’s onl% about an
hour away by plane, I os Angeles is
a cultural mecca ot entertainment.
which is better to % eat in the winter
than the summer.
Most of its nutria% traits Iris,,
his Angeles when the tourist. se,
son ends. Its no as cniwded Its
not as expensive. And I a rains, the
smog le%el isn’t as heavy .
There are also tourist opportunities in winter which are not a% ail able in the summer tor those who
are has mg a tough time coping with
the mid -semester blues
Most to the studios tape their
shows during the winter months
They are on hiatus during the summer months, when most tourists are
in town
Sonic 01 the most popular
shows Paramount Studios tapes include "Family Ties. "Cheers
and "Solid ( ;old
Tickets dn. tree and tittered on
a first come. 11rd-set-ye basis on the
mornings oh the taping.
Although they are taped during
the week at 8 p.m.. the ticket office
opens at 10 a.m. and standing in
line olten begins risen earlier. A studio spokesperson recommended
getting in line early lor the more
popular shows
If Johnny Carson and Vanna
White are more appealing than
Micheal J Fox. then NBC Studios
has the tickets.
In addition to The Tonight
Show" and "Wheel ol Fortune.’ ’
NBC Studios in Burbank tapes the
"Golden Girls" and "Super Password " Ticket policies are the
same Mr NBC studios as they are
for Paramount.
If waiting in line or tickets is
too much, then there is always the
beach. Eien in the winter. Venice
Beach is filled with things to do and
people to watch.
The strand i paved area at Ow
edge of the sand, is lined with veil
does selling ttems like at a flea market.
Regular perforniers who play
along the sides t9 the small boardwalk include an electric ehainsaw
juggler and a guy who skates, plays
a guitar and sings original tunes at
the same time.
Men with inflated chests and
bulging biceps can he seen at the
area within Venice known as Muscle Beach. And of course, there is
plenty of shopping available Mr
those who don’t want ill he on the
beach.
Those are some things recommended for people on a tight budget.
There are ways to find your

barlitional trip
out to the lands
to I os Angeles
it Captain W. The Captain has
graciously landed at Disneyland in
time lor short winter vacations.
Miykey Mouse has been lett in
a dust I Disney -hype with the Captain’s 211 minute super -video. With
the talent of Michael Jackson. the
direction of George Lucas. and
cute, cuddly characters, the marketability is automatic. The actual pull
may not he that terrific with a $19
entrance fee into the amusement
park.
II !, till F sttll bored or now
broke, there are alternative amusement parks, such as Marinelantl.
which is like a smaller version of
Sea World. It’s located on the Palos
Verdes Peninsula. which has fabulous picture opportunities.
In addition. on a weekend
night, Sunset Boulevard is lined
ith a large selection oh things to
see. The prostitutes have been
cleaned up, hut there are clubs, like
the legendary Whiskey-a-Go4M
and the Rosy Theatre, Sunset
Boulevard is also home to one Or the
largest Tower Records and is located across the street from Spagos.
one of the favorite eateries of famous Southern Californians.
These are some of the things
you may have missed the last time
you went south or the winter.

Visitors at Marineland sea life park (above) make
friendly gestures to the bottlenose dolphin.
(Below) A night view of Sunset Boulevard during
a cruise.

Newport Harbor pier (abi
ities during the winter mot
selves during an October I
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On the Spot
What do you like best
about winter
weather?
Outdoorsmon Cord
or apply for one now

use your (Wawa+

in San Jose and Son Francisco

SAVINGS
SERVICE

’I think of snow and days so
told that when you take a deep
breath. it hurts. So! really don’t
think California has winter
weather as think of winter
weather. But here its essentially
rain, mudslides and fog: and!
welcome the rain.’’
Gail Fullerton, SJSU president

AND

A?

LIKE NOWHERE ELSE!
FREE
"I like snow. like winter hest
actually. I climb mountains. I’m
into winter mountaineering a
little bit and enjoy skiing.
mountaineering and just being
out in the snow in the winter
time. I like the mountains in
wooer."’
Chris Courtney
Junior
Industrial Technology

475LRT
SKI PACKAGE

LIFT TICKET

YrohO 2900
Bindings
Ailsop Poles
installation &
’Ilk.

SALOMON

$199.95

$224.95
$194.95
$144.95

SX71 71L

Pro

-

ir"..

-.1

/-f

R X990
SKI PACKAGE
tyroho 4800
B.naings
Alip P.
I,

’I like the rain. I love to listen to
the rain when I go to sleep. I
love dreary days. it’ s fun to get
all cuddled up in a big sweater
tucked into a couch reading a
book.’
Lisa Emerian
Junior
Advertising

r

$269.95
SKI POLES

Amu

ALLSOP

.

SCOTT

KERAAA

$224.95
$184.95
$154.95

NR955
NS78t

114.99
19.95
29.95

;

L

SKI RACKS

*WC) Sport Rack
Y‘1,

"I don’t like winter. I’m more of
a summer person. The fewer
clothes, the better."
Orien Ikdwefl
Junior
Marketing

AFTERE M
S5A41L95IN REBATE

3

Raichle

’ ’I guess the best thing about
winter weather compared to
summer weather is in the winter
you can always gel warmer, in
the summer it’s harder to stay
cooler."
Karen Schwender
,Junior
Electrical Engineer

RX860M

$194.95

RX760.
RE44C

$174.95
$74.95

All Models in Stock
SAVE

116.95
6.95
11.95

,
SKI TOTE w lock
CABLE LOCK ’ea RECOIL LOCK
’
’I like wearing nice big warm
sweaters and warming hy the
lire. Last .vear I went to San
Diego State. It was a little
warmer there, it didn’t get as
cold. I miss the cold. It’ s good to
haw a change.’’
Jeff Purcell
Junior
Computer Science

FISCHER

On the Spot was compiled hy Daily staff writer Edward Bellerive.

$109.95

FISCHEFI
TOURING
Merrell Rainier Boots
Rotelella Bindings
Excel Aaron Poles
Installation

CROWN

$209.95

prices good through 11 10
stock on hand

at

CLASSIC CROWN

Alp,no Bled Boots
Rotetello Bind.nqs
Excel Pole,
installatic,

. limited to
Sate
only

20%

X-C SKI PACKAGES
4

SKI TOTE & SKI LOCKS

$44.95

San
San0
Jose S. Cc...J."1r
249-4890
Francisco
397-2326
Town4
yrefrif
OneE
8
et
n
e
ex,
tittr. r C

Vohreers South lake Tahoe

The Sugar House.Stateline

Incline Village

Reno

Mammoth lakes

Citrus

Heights
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New ski attire hits the slopes

John Duus Daily staff photographer
Skiers are buying Core-Tex pants which range front $60 to $150

By (retie .101m.son .1r
Expect a tighter fit in ski clothing with brighter colors streaking
down ski slopes during this the winter season
Skiers are leaving the traditional ski overalls and are selecting
stretch pants that lit from the waist
down and conlorm to the shape of
the hotly, said Sharon Diamond.
store manager of Oshman’s Sporting Goods in Cupertino.
"It’s vanity because people
want to show 011 their figure." Diamond said.
People are particular) buy ing
high-rise stretch pants that have suspenders or more flexibility when
skiing. said Lance Feldman. operation manager at Mel Cotton’s Sporting Goods Store in San Jose
The stretch pants are made out
of a wool and nylon blend. Feldman
said.
Another hest seller in skiwear
is the polarlleece, a pullover synthetic wool sweater that tips up
Iron, the chest and is also lighter in
weight than wool. said Mark Fairy.
owner of Skyline Sports in the Almaden Plata.
Faley said the polar- fleece
sweaters are taking the place of the
traditional ski sweater because its
easier to manage.
Most people are finding out
that they’re easier to take care of."
Faley said. "It’s something they
can wear around with Jeans or with
a nicer pair of pants."
Skiers are also buying Gore Tex. a fabric which allows body
moisture to permeate through the
material hut keeps water droplets
such as rain or snow from soaking

the

said

Is ci,

"If you don’t have the Meet
(that Gore -Tex has) it’s like wearing
a plastic hag." Riley said.
"Nothing can get in hut on the
other hand nothing can get out and
(skiers) can get just as wet (mm
their own perspiration.’’
"A pair of Gore -Tex (stretch)
pants can run from 51(X) and up."
Faley said. "hut a pair of HellyTech pants, since you’re not paying
for the Gore -Tex name, can run
about $60 or the same quality as a
$101) pair of Gore -Tex pants."
"Gore -Tex ski gloves are the
hot item. they’re breathable, waterproof gloves,’’ Feldman said.
Customers have switched to
the Gore-Tev gloves because when
leather becomes v. et moisture soaks
through to the skin. Feldman said.
People are also buying moon
hoots
ski hoots that have a lightweight combination of nylon. v my
and polyurethane shoe with a
ii, sear ;tiler
leather traction sole

’People want to show
off their figure.’
Sharon Diamond,
Oshman’s Sporting Goods
skiing to keep their teet %amt. Feld
man said.
The best selling moon hoot
the rear -entry hoot, Feldman said
The loot is inserted through the
hack part of the hoot instead of the
front, Feldman said
easy to gel in and easy
get out. ’ Feldman said.
Feldman said Merl are wearing
the hoot in black, gray and navy.
while women are choosing white
and light gray .
Fem. Descente. Snyder. Gem.
Head and Threadworks are sonic 4,1’
the popular makers oh ski clothing.
Fate) said he is cpecting a large
number of buyers tin- Ims Sear’. ski
season.

SKI FOR LESS
Ski Rentals
Thurs-Mon $14.50
(Boots. Skis. Poles)

Ski Tune-ups from $12
ALE)SS

KIRK WOOD
Tired of Poor Fitting
Ski Boots?
When a ski boot fits properly:
It skis better
It is more comfortable
It enhances the ski experience

There are many things that can be done to assure
that a boot fits correctly.
Our boot fitting guarantee assures this:
* All ski boots sold come
with a one year guarantee fit!
* All ski boots in stock are now on sale!

SKYLINE SPORTS
31 Almaden Plaza
San Jose, CA 95118
265-5245

Ski Kirkwood for $20 a day
with the Student Kirkwood Kard.
For only $5. you can purchase a Student Kirkwood Kard that
lets you ski Kirkwood any day, all season long for only $20 a
day!

And More...

Each Kirkwood Kard holder will receive
One complimentary zingle session group lesson ($15
value)
One complimentary skiing clinic (contact ski school for
dates $20 value)
$S off any adult group lesson (unlimited use offer also
good for advanced workshops and race clinics)
$4 off standard combination rental (skis, boots and
poles
onetime offer)
Students must include a photocopy of a current Student
I.D. and valid photo I.D. with each written application.
Simply complete the form below, and mail it with a check
for $6. along with the proper identification to Kirkwood, or
call (209) 258-6000 for additional information. A valid phot,.
I.D. must be presented upon each purchase with a
Kirkwood Kard
THE KIRKWOOD CARD IS A LIMITED TIME 06FER. SALES END DEC. IS. NM

DATE

PHONE

NAME
ADDRESS

AMOUNT ENCLOSED
Please mad to Kirkwood yore Kirkwood Ski Resort. PO 13os I. Kirkwood,
CA 95646 Only one person per order /OM Copy necessary
STUDENT KIRKWOOD CARD 55

Pagt s
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Winter fun abounds in sunny San Diego
can he substantially lower, based on
By Oscar Guerra
y car can
It is easy, living in sail Diego. gasoline costs. An eco
to take for granted the natural make a round trip tor about $40 to
c5i)
and about $20 nit ’re tor higge
heathy that abounds there
until
’s time to return to San Jose for an. cars.
Split among three people, a
other semester
It’s not that San Jose isn’t nice. trip could run a whopping $15 travel
hut alter hy mg in San Diego, one cost per person.
The disadvantage. of course, is
gets spoiled quickly
San Diego is the perfect place the tune it lakes to gel there. Going
to go on a winter sojourn, hut don’t reasonably close to the speed limit
try to do everything in one week- on Interstate 5. the trip can he made
in seven hours, with few stops.
end.
It has been described as
A good thing to remember is to
the de- plan yourself going through *Los
trapped on all four sides
sert to the east, the Pacific Ocean to Angeles about five hours after you
the west. Mexico to the south and leave San Jose, and don’t go
through Los Angeles anywhere near
Los Angeles to the north.
Far from trapped, it is better the 3 p.m. to 6 pan, rush hour
described as a starting point to fun You’ll be glad you didn’t.
Once there, figure out where
times in every direction.
The first decision when plan- you want to stay, if you haven’t
ning a trip to San Diego is which made arrangements already There
way to go: by plane or by car. The is a wide range of accommodations
train costs about $96 round trip, available: hut a national motel will
takes 14 hours and is really not probably he good enough for stuworth it because you can heat the dents because you probably won’t
he spending too much time in your
train in a car for a lot less money
If time is of the essence, and MOM.
Once settled in, now the really
jet-setting is your norm, then lake
advantage of the discount fares, fun stuff - what to do first
There are public beaches from
some as low as $49 one-way, anti
the Mexican border all the way up
takes an hour.
the
coast
to Orange County. and at
But if you arc the "on -the road -again" type of person who this lime of year they are for the
can’t wait to get behind the wheel most pan uncrowded.
A favorite among locals is
and see your hometown slowly sink
into your rear-view mirror, then a Mission Beach. where the boardwalk welcomes all, from the hoards
car’s the way to go.
Depending on how many peo- of Arimnans that escape the high
ple go and what site of car, costs desert heat, to the East Coast limn -

Ski resorts plentiful
at beautiful Tahoe
By Jane!! Hall
heavenly Valley and Squaw Val
With Thanksgiving laNI
Icy . The tickets cost $130. or $26 a
proaching. it’s time to pull out the day .
head
ready
to
Here is a rundown of some ui
skis and poles and get
to Tahoe.
the Tahoe ski resorts scheduled
With 18 ski resorts to choose open this month:
from, first -timers and Yetrans alike
Alpine Meadows, celehrai
can find a slope which suits their
needs. All price ranges can be found ing 25 years at Lake Tahoe, has a
base elevation 01 6,840 feet. It has
as well.
Hoidoggers might enjoy Kirk 13 lilts. Iwo triple chairs and an ex
wood’s "race weeks" in December tensive rental shop. Adult lift tickets
and January where for $280 per per- are $26. Contact Alpine Meadows
son, one can stay at the lodge lor at (916) 583-4232.
Heavenly Valley. in South
live days, get live hit passes, receive three hours of coaching a day Lake Tahoe, has a base elevation iul
and compete in video-taped timed 6,550 leet and 26 lifts. It 0141,
racing land keep the tapes). Race three rental shops and a large ski
weeks are Dec. 7-12 and Jan. 18- school with 100 instructors. Adult
1113 tickets cost $26, with half day
23.
For beginning skiers. Squaw tickets for $IM. Weekend tickets for
Valley USA, on Tahoe’s north adults are $44. Contact Heavenly
shore, has one of the largest ski Valley at (916)541-1310.
Kirkwood, whose resort inschools in the area. It has 150 instructors who teach all levels of ski- cludes one of the largest cross COW/
try tracks in the nation, with base el
ing.
of
7,800
is
feet.
Unfortunately, it’s one of the evation
most expensive as well. All day lift traditionally one of the first resorts
tickets cost a whopping $27 and half open. Kirkwotxl’s 11 lilts reach
more than 50 runs. Adult lilt tickets
day tickets go for $19.
Those who wish to see a lot of go for $25. with half (la) tickets for
the Tahoe area hut don’t want 10 $18. Contact Kirkwood at 12091
wan in long lift ticket lines may 258-6000.
Mount Rose. in Reno. offers
want to try the "Ski Lake Tahoe Interchangeable Lift Ticket." With midweek lift tickets for $17. Sault-.
one coupon book, tune can ski five day. Sunday and holiday adult lilt
Tahoe resorts for up to seven days. tickets are $20. Mount Rose has a
The lift tickets are good at Kirk- base elevation of 8,260 feet and five
wood, Alpine Meadows. Northstar. lifts.

Beautiful 1.a Jolla Cove, north of San Diego’s Mission Reach, provides the perfect spot for surf and sun
lies, with the hilarious father, in his
classic straw hat, Bermudas, black
socks and white legs.
Bike and boogie board rentals
are available at Hamil’s Surf Shop.
a long-time tenant on the 3 -milelong strip.
Mission Beach has none of the
ghat of the Santa Crut Boardwalk
and that’s just line with the locals.
It’s a place to relax, catch some decent body waves and people watch.
Bikinis are year-round there too,
weather permitting.
Also try La Jolla Cove, north

can he had with all the trimmings
for about $1.5. enough for two moderate appetites. The views of the
Baja Coast are also spectacular.
Aker dinner. go hack about In
miles to Rosarito Beach, where the
famous Rosarito Beach Hotel is.
Folks 18 and older can dance all
night long to club hands on the
weekends, and the hotel is frequented by many Americans.
A good rule of thumb for the
Mexico traveler is: Don’t go 100
much overboard and stay in a
crowd.

of Mission Beach, for a peek into
the lases of the rich and famous.
The property summding the cove is
among the most expensive in the
world.
Going south of the border is at
anyone’s own risk, hut if possible.
go with a local who frequents there.
Auto insurance is advised and is
reasonable for a couple of day’s
worth.
Tijuana is interesting, but for
more intrigue, go to Puerto Nuevo,
about 20 minutes down the coast of
Baja. where giant lobster dinners

EXECUTAN & L.A. ROCKS
Present

SKI PARTY WEDNESDAYS
Party at the wildest ski lodge
this side of the Sierras!
Where ALL house shots, well
drinks, wine and draft beer are
ONLY 75!
And you can WIN Great Ski
Give-Aways that will get you
ready to hit the slopes. The lift
opens at 7:30 p.m.

WATER TOWER
PLAZA
CAMPBELL
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The new rock wave
in the South Bay
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